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I, Dale Sawchyn, of Strathcona County, Alberta, Businessman, MAKE OATH AND SAY
THAT:
1) I am the director and president of DGS Construction Ltd. ("DGS"), the Proposal
Debtor in this proceeding and as such the matters herein deposed to are based on
my personal knowledge except where to be based on information and belief and
whereso stated I do verily believe the same to be true or are based on my review of
the books and records of DGS maintained in the ordinary course of its business,
entries in which books and records are made reasonably contemporaneously with
DGS's business transactions as they occur.
Background
2) DGS is a construction company engaged largely in earthworks for residential,
commercial and industrial projects. It has been in business for 30 years. During the
off-season, DGS is engaged in snow removal work for municipalities, including the
City of Edmonton.
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3) On an ongoing basis DGS would employ, during the construction season up to 30
people. In the offseason during snow removal, we employed between 5 to 30 people.
4) From an administrative perspective we have 1 or 2 people at any given time working
in the office handling the bookkeeping, invoicing and payroll.
DGS's Financial Situation
5) The parent company for DGS is a company called Sawchy Holdings Inc. ("Sawchy").
6) Sawchy holds the shares in DGS and also owns the building out of which DGS
operates. The building is located at 8825 — 126 Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta, T5B
1G8 and the legal description for the lands is as follows:
Plan 4207KS
Block 50
Lot 5
Excepting thereout all mines and minerals
7) The primary lender for each of DGS is ATB Financial ("ATB"). ATB has made loans
to DGS and Sawchy has guaranteed those loans.
8) As security for the loans that have been made to DGS, ATB holds a security
agreement dated December 8, 2016 securing all indebtedness of DGS to ATB which
grants a security interest in all present and after acquired real property and personal
property of DGS and Sawchy has provided a Guarantee, security agreement and
collateral mortgage on its building securing the principal amount of $1,620,000.00.
9) I have provided a personal Guarantee to ATB.
10) DGS ran into some financial difficulty in 2019 and was offside its covenants with ATB.
11) On or about August 14, 2019, ATB demanded payment from the debtors pursuant to
loan agreements and Guarantees and provided each of DGS and Sawchy with
Notices of Intention to Enforce Security under the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act
("BIA").
12) Each of DGS and Sawchy were able to obtain approval for refinancing from
Maynbridge Capital ("Maynbridge") in an amount sufficient to retire the indebtedness
which was at that time approximately $4 Million. The security was prepared, signed
and registered in late 2019. All of the security was prepared by Maynbridge's legal
counsel, reviewed by counsel for DGS and Sawchy and the registrations effected in
anticipation of receiving funds from Maynbridge which would have been sufficient to
retire the ATB loans. DGS paid over $40,000 in fees to Maynbridge to put everything
into place.
13) For reasons which have never been explained to DGS, Maynbridge never advanced
the funds.
14) That left DGS in a very awkward position.
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15) Prior to attempting to finalize the financing with Maynbridge, ATB commenced an
action against each of DGS, Sawchy and myself being action number 1903 20982 as
of October 11, 2019. We defended the action.
16) Once the Maynbridge financing did not materialize in terms of the advance, ATB
effected a seizure of DGS's equipment which seizure took place on or about January
21, 2020 (the "Seizure"). The collateral was left with DGS on a bailee's undertaking
and DGS remains in possession of the equipment.
ATB Forbearance Agreement
17) To obtain more time from ATB in recognizing that their patience had been of some
assistance to DGS, on or about May 15, 2020 we entered into a Forbearance
Agreement with ATB. A copy of the Forbearance Agreement without schedules
(except for the security and indebtedness) is attached hereto as Exhibit "A".
18) Under the terms of the Forbearance Agreement, the payments were to be in the
amount of $50,000.00 per month commencing May 15, 2020 to and including
September 15, 2020 with the balance due and owing to ATB on September 30, 2020.
19) DGS made those payments.
20) Over the spring and summer months DGS was reasonably busy with the construction.
In addition, completion of the year end for DGS was delayed. We changed
accountants for the 2019-year end and getting matters completed with our new
accountants during the pandemic was a challenge. Many prospective lenders were
interested, but the financial statements were needed before they would complete the
review. I was not able to firm up new opportunities for new lending to try and retire the
ATB indebtedness prior to the expiry of the forbearance period. However, the
Sawchy building was listed for sale and continues to be listed for sale.
21) In an effort to continue good faith movement towards resolution of matters with ATB
on or about October 28, 2020, we entered into an Amending Agreement with ATB
which extended the forbearance period to the end of January 2021.
22) The monthly payments were increased to $55,000.00 as a result of DGS only being
able to make a payment of $35,000.00 in October 2020. We were also asked to
provide ongoing reporting to ATB.
23) A copy of the Forbearance Amending Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit "B".
24) Overall, during the period of forbearance, DGS has paid to ATB the sum of
$420,000.00 inclusive of monthly payments and forbearance fees.
Canada Revenue Agency
25) After the execution of the Amended Forbearance Agreement DGS was required to
provide reporting to ATB on accounts receivable and payments of its remittances to
CRA for both source deductions and GST. DGS reported to ATB that we were current
on our CRA remittances.
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CRA's website.
27) DGS uses Ceridian for payroll services. Until late 2020 DGS had also employed a
bookkeeper to handle, among other things, the payroll administration through
Ceridian.
28) In the normal course of business, as I understand it, payroll data is entered in the
Ceridian system, the system then confirms the amount to be submitted to Ceridian
and Ceridian would then take care of issuing the pay through direct deposits and
making the remittances to CRA..
29) Unfortunately, what was discovered in mid-January when T4 preparation was
commenced was that our former bookkeeper had done something which resulted in
Ceridian's website not providing us with accurate information on the amount that was
required to be remitted to them to make our payroll. The remittances to CRA for
source deductions were not made.
30) As a result, DGS is behind in its payroll remittances by the sum of approximately
$300,000.00.
31) CRA is taking steps now to conduct its trust audit.
Refinancing was Obtained but ATB Declined
32) During the period under the Amended Forbearance, DGS worked diligently to obtain
refinancing and successfully did so through two sources.
33) In mid-January we had indicated to ATB that financing was available but given the
issues with CRA made a request of ATB to take a reduction in the payout of
approximately $400,000.00. That was not satisfactory to ATB. The indebtedness as
of January 15, 2020 was $3,518, 419.71. Attached and marked Exhibit "C" is a copy
of a payout letter.
34) That lending was through a broker. With the CRA debt it was not enough to retire the
ATB debt.
35) We had, at the same time, been working with Travelers Restructuring Capital
("Travelers"). Attached and marked Exhibit "D" to this my Affidavit is a copy of the
commitment letter from Travelers.
36) The amount available under this facility was sufficient to retire the indebtedness to
ATB in full.
37) Our legal counsel, Darren R. Bieganek, QC of Duncan Craig LLP ("DGS Counsel")
corresponded with counsel for ATB. Included in that correspondence was a copy of a
document entitled "Sources and Uses of Funds". A copy of that correspondence
sending the information across to counsel for ATB along with the Sources and Uses
of Funds is attached and marked as Exhibit "E". There were 3 sources for funding
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including Travelers. A factoring facility with Express Business Funders ("EBF") was
also available.
38) To my shock, ATB declined to allow us to move forward with the refinancing.
Attached and marked as Exhibit "F" is a copy of that correspondence. Travelers
was also shocked.
39) I recognize on behalf of DGS that we could have moved more quickly to perhaps get
this funding although it is difficult during the pandemic to try and get engagement from
lenders.
40) That said, we were able to obtain funding sufficient to take out ATB and the CRA but
ATB would not afford us the time to do so.
41) As part of the arrangements through Travelers we were able to obtain a loan called a
B-Cap loan which is a government guaranteed Covid relief loan through a third-party
funder.
42) The B-Cap loan would have been in the approximate amount of $850,000.00 and was
needed to assist in repaying the ATB debt.
43) While we were in the process of trying to get this together, ATB sent the bailiff assess
the seized equipment and sent a representative from North American Auctions to site
to evaluate removal and sale options. The bailiff indicated to us that they had not
worked with this auctioneer previously.
44) DGS Counsel has reviewed matters and has indicated they have not heard of this
company. An internet search indicates that the company is largely engaged in the
auction of Amazon and Costco returns, or damaged freight, not construction
equipment.
45) DGS's counsel expressed concerns to ATB's counsel about their approach. Attached
and marked Exhibit "G" is a copy of our counsel's letter to ATB's counsel respecting
same. ATB's counsel responded saying that ATB fully intended to utilize that
auctioneer notwithstanding these concerns.
46)We were quite concerned with ATB's attempt to remove. After the ATB declined to
proceed to refinance which would have paid them out in full, and the day before the
equipment removal we took steps to file a Notice of Intention to Make a Proposal
under the BIA with The Bowra Group Inc. (the "Trustee") That filing took place on
February 4, 2021. We have filed our cashflow with the Trustee and are trying our
best to maintain our business operations.
47) ATB has, however, also taken steps to collect our accounts receivable including
serving the institution that had our chequing account, Servus Credit Union Ltd.
("Servus"). They obtained $72,966.00 from that account which included $10,669.63
in CEWS Covid relief funds.
48) DGS was able to make one payroll but late. ATB agreed to provide back some of the
funds they obtained through their collection actions but did so over one week after
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source deduction remittances. Attached and marked collectively as Exhibit "H" is a
series of e-mail exchanges between counsel in this regard.
49) ATB has not taken further steps to try and remove the equipment.
Sales of Equipment Leading to a Potential Plan
50) DGS wanted to retire the ATB loan in full along with the CRA's debt. That was
accomplished but has now effectively been eliminated with ATB's refusal to allow a
short period of time to conclude the transaction. To stave off a complete loss of the
business, the NOI was filed. Because of the filing, DGS is no longer eligible for the BCap loan.
51) ATB has seized all DGS's equipment and wants to remove it all. However, certain
pieces of that equipment are under lease with Finning. Attached and marked
collectively as Exhibit "I" are copies of the leases for 2 pieces of equipment — a
Caterpillar Loader and Skidsteer.
52) ATB was advised previously that the Loader should not be included among their
security. None of the funders DGS was looking to for financing have included the
Loader among their collateral security available. Other pieces are subject to first
charges in favour of other lenders.
53) I am trying to salvage my business. In terms of a plan, I am advised by Warren Miller
of Travelers that they remain willing to finance on the equipment and on the building.
Attached and marked Exhibit "J" is a copy of an e-mail from him confirming same.
54) EBF also remains ready and willing to factor receivables on a go forward basis.
55) Given ATB's unwillingness to allow re-financing I am advised by DGS's legal counsel
and do believe that some form of transaction to allow that to happen, with Court
approval, will be necessary. In conjunction with that, DGS may be able to formulate a
plan but it will need time to do so.
56) To that end, we also requested a net minimum guarantee sales proposal from Ritchie
Bros. A copy of that is attached and marked as Exhibit "K".
57) The net sale proceeds based on Gross Minimum Guarantee from Ritchie Bros
$2,659,000.00;
i. Guarantee Gross Auction Proceeds
$319,080.00;
ii. Less 12% Selling Commission
$20,000.00;
iii. Less Equipment Transport (approx.)
$4,800.00;
iv. Less RB cleaning estimate cost
$19,776.00;
v. Less 2017 GMC 3500 SNo 155098
$15,763.00;
vi. Less 2016 Chev 3500 SNo 286620
$85,256.00;
vii. Less Finning Lease 2020 Cat 289D
$261,555.00;
viii. Less Finning Lease 2019 Cat 950G
$1,932,770.00.
ix. Funds after deductions
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58) North American, ATB's preferred auctioneer, proposes to move all the equipment to
Calgary, which, the bailiff has advised, would cost about $70,000. North American
has not provided a net minimum guarantee nor do I believe they have the financial
wherewithal to provide one.
59) DGS continues to operate. It is difficult. In addition to withdrawing all our funds from
our bank account, ATB has also served all of our account's receivable debtors.
60) Epcor is not prepared to release funds to either ATB or DGS but we continue to work
to ensure that DGS fulfills its contractual obligations.
61) DGS notes that in the absence of ATB releasing the claims against the receivables
DGS will be required to seek interim lending or alternatively an order subjecting ATB
to the stay of proceedings.
62) DGS requires time to formulate its plan. In order to do so, a 45 day extension of time
within which to
63) In the meantime, our realtor has advised that there is an offer likely forthcoming for
the Sawchy building. Sawchy is not in any BIA proposal proceedings now. ATB has
scheduled an application for March 5, 2021 to obtain its redemption order.
64) DGS continues to operate and continues to move forward with due diligence and in
good faith to formulate a proposal to its creditors.
65) In the circumstances, DGS is requesting an extension for a period of 45 days.
SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of
Edmonton, in the Province of Alberta, this
day of March, 2021.

A Commissioner for Oaths in and for the
Province of Alberta.

Ryan F.T. Quinlan
Barrister & Solicitor
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FORBEARANCE AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT is made this 15th day of May, 2020.
AMONG:
ATB FINANCIAL
(hereinafter referred to as the "Lender")
OF THE FIRST PART
This is Exhibit" A " referred to in the
Affidavit of
Dale Sawchyn
Sworn before me this
March

day of

DGS CONSTRUCTION LTD.
(hereinafter referred to as "DGS")
OF THE SECOND PART

A.D. 20 21

7e .
A Notary Public, A Commissioner for Oaths in
and for the Province of Alberta

Ryan F.T. Quinlan
Barrister & Solicitor

SAWCHY HOLDINGS INC.
(hereinafter referred to as "Sawchy")
OF THE THIRD PART

DALE GLEN PETER SAWCHYN
(hereinafter referred to as "Sawchyn")
OF THE FOURTH PART
(Sawchy and Sawchyn are collectively referred to herein as the "Guarantors") (DGS and the Guarantors are
collectively referred to herein as the "Debtors")
WHEREAS:
A. DGS is directly indebted to the Lender for loans or other credit made or extended by the Lender as set
forth in Schedule "A" (the "Loans") as at April 29, 2020, plus interest thereon and thereafter until repaid
in full, plus all expenses, costs, and disbursements which may be incurred by the Lender in relation
thereto and any security therefor, including legal costs on a solicitor and his own client, full indemnity
basis (the "Indebtedness"), in accordance with the terms and conditions of agreements between DGS
and the Lender set forth in Schedule "B" (the "Loan Agreements");
B. Sawchyn is directly indebted to the Lender for loans or other credit made or extended by the Lender in
relation to Alberta Rewards BusinessCard MasterCard Loan #911-36461292200, set forth in Schedule
"A", plus legal costs (the "MasterCard Indebtedness"), in accordance with the terms and conditions of
agreements between Sawchyn and the Lender set forth in Schedule "B";
C. The Guarantors are indirectly indebted to the Lender for the Indebtedness in accordance with the terms
and conditions of guarantees between the Guarantors, and each of them, and the Lender for the
purpose of guaranteeing repayment of the Indebtedness of DGS to the Lender, set forth in Schedule "C"
(the "Guarantees");
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D. DGS granted to the Lender security to secure the Indebtedness, Sawchy granted to the Lender security
to secure its Guarantees, and Sawchyn granted to the Lender security to secure his Guarantees, set
forth in Schedule "D" (individually and collectively the "Security");
E. DGS is in default of the terms of the Loan Agreements and Security, Sawchy is in default of the terms of
its Guarantees and Security, and Sawchyn is in default of the terms of the Loan Agreements,
Guarantees, and Security;
F. By letters dated August 14, 2019, the Lender demanded payment from the Debtors pursuant to the
Loan Agreements and Guarantees, and provided the Debtors with Notices of Intention to Enforce
Security pursuant to the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, RSC 1985, c B-3, as amended; however, the
Debtors, and each of them, have failed, neglected, or refused to pay the Indebtedness in full;
G. The Debtors were able to obtain approval of refinancing from Maynbridge Capital ("Maynbridge") in an
amount sufficient to retire the Indebtedness, had prepared, signed and registered security to and in
favour of Maynbridge in anticipation of receiving funding from Maynbridge which funding was, without
reason, never received by the Debtors nor provided by Maynbridge;
H. Maynbridge has never provided a reason to the Debtors respecting why funding was never advanced
nor have they have ever indicated to the Debtors that funding would not be advanced;
I.

The Lender has commenced action against the Debtors being Court of Queen's of Alberta, Judicial
Centre of Edmonton Action Number 1903 20982 as of October 11, 2019 and the Debtors have
defended the action;

J.

The Lender has effected seizure of the equipment of DGS secured to the Lender which seizure took
place on or about January 21, 2020 (the "Seizure"). The seized collateral has been left with DGS on a
Bailee's Undertaking;

K. The Debtors have requested additional time to pay the Indebtedness and that the Lender refrain from
proceeding with any enforcement or recovery proceedings against the Security or the Debtors, or from
otherwise enforcing the Lender's rights under the Loan Agreements, Guarantees, and Security in order
to allow the Debtors to repay the Indebtedness over time; and
L. The Lender has agreed to permit the Debtors such time, subject to the terms and conditions contained
herein;
NOW THEREFORE THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSES, that in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual
covenants hereinafter set forth, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of
which is hereby acknowledged by the Lender from the Debtors, and by the Debtors from the Lender, the Lender
and the Debtors agree as follows:
NO AMENDMENT
1.

Save as expressly provided in this Agreement, nothing in this Agreement is intended to alter, amend,
modify or limit the existence or the effectiveness of any agreement between the Lender and the
Debtors. All terms and conditions in the Loan Agreements, Guarantees, and Security remain in full force
and effect, except as modified herein.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS AND REPRESENTATIONS
2.

The Debtors acknowledge and agree that:
a)

the facts as set out in the recitals to this Agreement are accurate;

b)

the Debtors have not transferred any property, whether real or personal, to any other person
which, if such transfer was known to the Lender, might reasonably be expected to deter the
Lender from entering into this Agreement;

c)

the Debtors have no information or knowledge of any facts relating to the Debtors or their
respective property now or previously owned which, if known to the Lender, might reasonably
be expected to deter the Lender from entering into this Agreement;

d)

all documentation evidencing or giving rise to the Indebtedness, including without limitation the
Loan Agreements, Guarantees, and Security have been duly authorized, executed, and granted
and are valid, binding, and enforceable in accordance with their respective terms, and adequate
consideration was given for the same;

e)

the Debtors, and each of them, reaffirm and agree to all of their respective obligations to the
Lender pursuant to the Loan Agreements, Guarantees, and Security as if such obligations were
set out and recited in full in this Agreement;

f)

DGS is directly indebted to the Lender for the Loans set forth in Schedule "A";

g)

the Loans are matured and/or payable on demand;

h)

Sawchyn is directly indebted to the Lender for Alberta Rewards BusinessCard MasterCard Loan
#911-36461292200, set forth in Schedule "A";
the Guarantors are indirectly indebted to the Lender for the Guarantees set forth in Schedule

j)

the Guarantees are payable on demand;

k)

the Security granted by each of the Debtors secures any and all indebtedness of the respective
Debtors to the Lender, past, present, or future, direct or indirect, including, without limitation,
any indebtedness arising pursuant to or in relation to the Loan Agreements, Security,
Guarantees, and this Agreement;

I)

the Debtors are in default of their respective obligations to the Lender and repayment of the
Indebtedness and Guarantees is due and owing to the Lender;

m)

there is no defence or set off to the claims of the Lender for repayment of the Indebtedness or
the Guarantees;

n)

interest and fees continue to accrue on the Loans and Guarantees in accordance with the
respective agreements reached between the Lender and the Debtors;
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o)

the Lender is not obligated to advance any further funds or credit pursuant to any revolving term
or other facility extended by the Lender to DGS. Any new advance of credit extended in the
absolute discretion of the Lender constitutes new and fresh consideration provided by the
Lender for the benefit of DGS;

p)

the Debtors have received from the Lender the applicable demands and Notices of Intention to
Enforce Security issued pursuant to section 244(1) of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, RSC
1985, c B-3, as amended;

q)

the demands and Notices of Intention to Enforce Security pursuant to the Bankruptcy and
Insolvency Act, RSC 1985, c B-3, as amended, are valid and enforceable. Nothing in this
Agreement is intended to constitute a waiver or revocation of any of the demand or Notice of
Intention to Enforce Security;

r)

the Lender has not waived any default on the part of the Debtors and is not by this Agreement
waiving any default; and

s)

except as provided in this Agreement, the Lender (either by itself or through its employees or
agents) has made no promises, nor has it taken any action or omitted to take any action, that
would constitute a waiver of its rights to enforce the Security and pursue its remedies in respect
of the Indebtedness and Guarantees, or that would estop it from doing so.

COVENANTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE DEBTORS
3.

The Debtors, collectively and individually, covenant and agree with the Lender as follows:
a)

the Debtors waive any further requirement of demand;

b)

the Debtors shall take all necessary steps at their own cost to preserve the collateral under the
Security;

c)

other than in the ordinary course of business, the Debtors shall not sell, lease, pledge, transfer,
dispose of, encumber, or otherwise alienate any interest in the collateral under the Security
without the prior written consent of the Lender, which prior written consent shall not be withheld
unreasonably, and confirmation by the bailiff acknowledging the consent of the Lender, but
subject to such terms and conditions as the Lender sees fit in its absolute discretion (including,
without limitation, the requirement that any proceeds from the sale of any of the collateral under
the Security shall be applied to reduce the Indebtedness to the Lender);

d)

other than in the ordinary course of business, the Debtors shall not remove any of the collateral
under the Security from the Debtors' respective premises without the prior written approval of
the Lender, which prior written approval shall not be withheld unreasonably, and subject to such
terms and conditions as the Lender sees fit in its absolute discretion;

e)

other than receipt by Sawchyn of reasonable remuneration for running the business of DGS
during the forbearance period in an amount not to exceed an annualized equivalent of
$100,000.00, the Debtors shall not declare or pay any dividends, repay any shareholder loans,
or make any other payment to any person who does not deal at arm's length (as such term is
defined in the Income Tax Act, RSC 1985, c 1, as amended) with the Debtors;
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f)

the Debtors will keep current at all times all remittances required to be made by them for
amounts owed to federal, provincial, and municipal governments, including, without limitation,
monies owed in respect of:

(i)

source deductions for contributions pursuant to the Canada Pension Plan, RSC 1985, c
C-8, as amended, Employment Insurance Act, SC 1996, c 23, as amended, and
Income Tax Act, RSC 1985, c 1, as amended;

(ii)

goods and services tax pursuant to the Excise Tax Act, RSC 1985, c E-15, as
amended;

(iii)

Workers' Compensation Board contributions;

(iv)

municipal property taxes;

and if requested, the Debtors shall provide evidence of such payments satisfactory to the
Lender;

g)

the Debtors shall immediately notify the Lender of:

(i)

any actions, proceedings or steps taken by another creditor of it to enforce or collect
payment of monies, or

(ii)

any other information which comes to its attention which has or might reasonably have
a material effect on the position of the Lender;

h)

the Debtors shall be liable to the Lender and reimburse the Lender for all expenses that the
Lender has incurred or will incur arising out of its dealings with the Debtors, including, without
limitation, preparing and enforcing this Agreement and supporting documentation, the Loan
Agreements, the Guarantees, and the Security, including legal costs on a solicitor and his own
client, full indemnity basis;

i)

the Debtors shall pay to the Lender the Indebtedness, the Forbearance Fee, as defined herein,
and the Lender's expenses referred to in paragraph 3(h) herein, as follows:
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(i)

on or before May 13, 2020, the Debtors shall pay the Forbearance Fee;

(ii)

on or before May 15, 2020, the Debtors shall pay the amount of $50,000.00;

(iii)

on or before June 15, 2020, the Debtors shall pay the amount of $50,000.00;

(iv)

on or before July 15, 2020, the Debtors shall pay the amount of $50,000.00;

(v)

on or before August 15, 2020, the Debtors shall pay the amount of $50,000.00; and

(vi)

on or before September 15, 2020, the Debtors shall pay the amount of $50,000.00; and

(vii)

on or before September 30, 2020, the Debtors shall pay the remainder of the
Indebtedness and the Lender's expenses referred to in paragraph 3(h) of this
Agreement;
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At the time the final payment is made by the Debtors to the Lender, DGS shall make best efforts
to provide the Lender with Statements of Account from the Canada Revenue Agency regarding
source deductions and goods and services taxes, and a clearance certificate from the Workers
Compensation Board;
j)

k)

I)
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the Debtors shall execute and deliver to the Lender a Consent Receivership Order (the
"Consent Receivership Order") with endorsed consents and Affidavits, in the form attached as
Schedule "E", which shall be provided upon execution of this Agreement and held by counsel
for the Lender in trust until an Event of Default, as defined herein, occurs or the Forbearance
Period, as defined herein, expires. The Debtors acknowledge, agree, and represent that:

(i)

the Consent Receivership Order is irrevocable and no objection shall be raised by the
Debtors if it is filed, used, and relied upon by the Lender in its absolute discretion,
subject to the remaining terms of this Agreement; and

(ii)

the Lender and the Lender's solicitors are irrevocably authorized to complete , without
notice to the Debtors or their counsel, any portion of the Consent Receivership Order
provided pursuant to this Agreement that is not fully complete as at the date of the
delivery of the Consent Receivership Order;

the Debtors shall execute and deliver to the Lender a Consent Redemption Order - Listing (the
"Consent Redemption Order") with endorsed consents and Affidavits, in the form attached as
Schedule "F", which shall be provided upon execution of this Agreement and held by counsel for
the Lender in trust until an Event of Default, as defined herein, occurs or the Forbearance
Period, as defined herein, expires. The Debtors acknowledge, agree, and represent that:

(i)

the Consent Redemption Order is irrevocable and no objection shall be raised by the
Debtors if it is filed, used, and relied upon by the Lender in its absolute discretion,
subject to the remaining terms of this Agreement;

(ii)

the Lender and the Lender's solicitors are irrevocably authorized to complete, without
notice to the Debtors or their counsel, any portion of the Consent Redemption Order
provided pursuant to this Agreement that is not fully complete as at the date of the
delivery of the Consent Redemption Order; and

(iii)

if the Consent Redemption Order is filed, no objection shall be raised by the Debtors,
including without limitation any objection to the figures to be inserted therein by the
Lender with respect to the indebtedness set forth in the Statement of Secured
Indebtedness or the listing price for the lands set forth in the Judicial Listing Agreement.
The listing price for the lands to be inserted by the Lender in the Consent Redemption
Order shall be the market value for the lands as appraised by a certified appraiser
chosen by the Lender in its sole and absolute discretion;

the Debtors shall execute and deliver to the Lender a Consent Judgment (the "Consent
Judgment") with endorsed consents and Affidavits, in the form attached as Schedule "G",
which shall be provided upon execution of this Agreement and held by counsel for the Lender in
trust, until an Event of Default, as defined herein, occurs, or the Forbearance Period, as defined
herein, expires. The Debtors acknowledge, agree, and represent that:
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m)

(i)

the Consent Judgment is irrevocable and no objection shall be raised by the Debtors if
it is filed, used, and relied upon by the Lender in its absolute discretion, subject to the
remaining terms of this Agreement; and

(ii)

the Lender and the Lender's solicitors are irrevocably authorized to complete, without
notice to the Debtors or their counsel, any portion of the Consent Judgment provided
pursuant to this Agreement that is not fully complete as at the date of the delivery of the
Consent Judgment; and

the Debtors shall surrender possession of all equipment and machinery, and the keys thereto,
to Consolidated Civil Enforcement if an Event of Default, as defined herein, occurs, or the
Forbearance Period, as defined herein, expires.

COVENANTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE LENDER
4.

The Lender covenants and agrees with the Debtors as follows:
a)

if the Consent Judgment is entered and filed:

(i)

the amount of any Writ of Enforcement filed by the Lender in respect of the Debtors in
relation to the MasterCard Indebtedness will be reduced, on a dollar for dollar basis, by
any amounts received by the Lender from the Debtors and allocated to the MasterCard
Indebtedness, from and after the date of execution of this Agreement; and

(ii)

the amount of any Writ of Enforcement filed by the Lender in respect of DGS and
Sawchy will be reduced, on a dollar for dollar basis, by any amounts received by the
Lender from the Debtors and allocated to any other of the Loans, from and after the
date of execution of this Agreement;

b)

upon receiving payment of the Indebtedness, the Forbearance Fee, as defined herein, and the
Lender's expenses referred to in paragraph 3(h) herein, the Lender shall return to the Debtors,
in care of their legal counsel, Duncan Craig LLP, copies of each of the signed Consent
Judgment, Receivership Order and Redemption Order unfiled, and file a Discontinuance of
Action n a without costs basis in Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta Action No. 1903 20982 and
provide a filed copy of same to the Debtors; and

c)

if the Debtors comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the Lender agrees to
forbear from the enforcement of the Security and from otherwise collecting on or enforcing its
rights under the Loan Agreements and Guarantees until September 30, 2020, except as
otherwise provided in this Agreement (the "Forbearance Period"). The Lender may in its sole
and unfettered discretion agree to extend the Forbearance Period.

DEPOSITS AND BANKING
5.

Upon executing this Agreement, the Debtors shall provide to the Lender a list of each of their respective
existing accounts with banks or other financial institutions other than the Lender, including account
numbers and home branch locations ("Other Accounts").

6.

The Debtors shall, at the request of the Lender, provide to the Lender details of any transactions
through any of the Other Accounts.

4163-8635-0884.v3
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7.

The Debtors shall not open any accounts with any bank or other financial institution from and after the
date of this Agreement absent written consent of the Lender, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld.

8.

Nothing in this Agreement shall limit the right of the Lender to exercise any right of set off from time to
time with respect to any deposit or funds in any account with the Lender.

DEFAULT
9.

The occurrence of any one or more of the following events shall constitute an event of default ("Event of
Default" or collectively "Events of Default") under this Agreement:
a)

any representation or warranty provided by the Debtors to the Lender (herein or otherwise) was
incorrect when made or becomes incorrect;

b)

save and except for Events of Default existing as at the date hereof, if the Debtors, or any of
them, fail to perform or comply with any of their respective covenants or obligations contained in
this Agreement or commit an additional default under any other agreement or undertaking made
between the Debtors, or any of them, and the Lender;

c)

the Lender receives after the date of this Agreement, with respect to any of the Debtors, a
Requirement to Pay (or other document similar in substance) for past due statutory payables,
including without limitation from the Canada Revenue Agency or Workers' Compensation
Board, and the Debtors are unable to rectify same and have removed the Requirement to pay
within 10 days' written notice of same to the Debtors, which in the Lender's sole and absolute
opinion represents a material adverse change to the security position of the Lender;

d)

a final judgment or decree for the payment of money is obtained or entered against any of the
Debtors and is not promptly paid;

e)

the Debtors, or any of them:

f)

4163-8635-0884.v3

(i)

commit an act of bankruptcy, make an assignment for the benefit of creditors, or make
a proposal under the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, RSC 1985, c B-3, as amended;

(ii)

petition or apply to any tribunal for the appointment of any receiver, trustee or similar
liquidator for themselves or any of their property;

(iii)

have any receiver, trustee, manager, consultant, liquidator or similar party appointed in
respect of any of them or any of their property;

(iv)

have an application filed against them for a bankruptcy order;

(v)

have any proceeding commenced relating to them or to any portion of their property
under any law relating to reorganization, arrangement or re-adjustment of debt,
dissolution, or winding-up;

the Lender not being satisfied for any reason with the timeliness, scope, comprehensiveness,
content, or supporting documentation with respect to any reports or reporting of the Debtors, or
any of them, to the Lender;
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g)

any person takes possession of any property of the Debtors, or any of them, by way of or in
contemplation of enforcement of security, or a distress or execution or similar process is levied
or enforced against the property of the Debtors, or any of them; and

h)

if, in the Lender's opinion, acting reasonably, a material adverse change occurs in the business
or affairs or condition of any one or more of the Debtors, financial or otherwise, arising for any
reason whatsoever.

10.

A default in relation to any one of the Debtors shall constitute a default on the part of each of the
Debtors.

11.

Upon expiration of the Forbearance Period or the occurrence of one or more Events of Default or as
otherwise provided in this Agreement, the Lender may immediately treat all of the Indebtedness,
Forbearance Fee, as defined herein, and the Lender's expenses set out in paragraph 3(h) of this
Agreement as fully due, owing, payable, and matured and may immediately realize upon and enforce
any one or more of the Loan Agreements, Guarantees, and Security and pursue all remedies that it may
have in connection with the Debtors to recover the Indebtedness as it deems appropriate, all without
further notice to the Debtors, including without limitation:
a)

applying for, filing, and enforcing the Consent Receivership Order;

b)

applying for, filing, and enforcing the Consent Redemption Order;

c)

applying for, filing, and enforcing the Consent Judgment;

d)

removing and selling all or any part of the collateral under the Security;

e)

applying for and filing a Bankruptcy Order and appointing a trustee in bankruptcy over the
Debtors, or any of them; and

f)

any other remedy at law, equity, or provided under this Agreement, the Loan Agreements, the
Guarantees, or the Security.

FORBEARANCE FEE
12.

Upon the execution of this Agreement, the Lender will be deemed to have earned a forbearance fee of
$10,000.00 (the "Forbearance Fee"). The Debtors agree the Forbearance Fee forms part of the
Indebtedness, is guaranteed by the Guarantees, and is secured by the Security.

13.

The Debtors acknowledge that the Forbearance Fee is fair and reasonable and shall be in addition to
and not in substitution for any other fee, charge, or interest paid or payable by the Debtors to the
Lender.

DISCRETION OF THE LENDER
14.

The Lender is not acting in a fiduciary capacity with respect to the Debtors. Any exercise of any
discretion by or on behalf of the Lender shall be final and binding upon the Debtors and may be
exercised by the Lender in the best interests of the Lender without regard to the interests of the
Debtors.

4163-8635-0884.v3
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LIMITATIONS
15.

The limitation periods set out in the Limitations Act, RSA 2000, c L-12, as amended (the "Act'),
applicable to any Claim or Remedial Order, as those terms are defined in the Act, sought by the Lender
relating to the Loans and this Agreement are hereby extended to ten (10) years from the effective date
of this Agreement. The Debtors, and each of their respective successors, assigns, or personal
representatives shall not be entitled to immunity from liability by reason of any provision of the Act,
unless the Lender fails to seek a Remedial Order within ten (10) years after the date upon which the
Debtors would otherwise be entitled to immunity respecting such Claim or Remedial Order pursuant to
the Act.

NO WAIVER OR ACQUIESCENCE
16.

Nothing in this Agreement constitutes a waiver on the part of the Lender or any rights or remedies which
the Lender may have in relation to the Debtors, the Loan Agreements, the Guarantees, or the Security,
save as specified expressly herein in writing.

17.

Nothing in this Agreement constitutes an acquiescence on the part of the Lender with respect to any
default on the part of the Debtors, or any of them, or waiver in relation to such default, save as specified
expressly herein in writing.

RELEASE
18.

The Debtors, and each of them, hereby release and discharge the Lender and its directors, officers,
employees, solicitors and agents (individually, a "Releasee" and collectively the "Releasees"), from and
against all claims and demands that they may have against the Lender arising from the agreements with
the Lender existing up to the date hereof (individually and collectively a "Released Claim").

19.

The Debtors, and each of them, covenants and agrees not to sue or participate in legal proceedings
against any of the Releasees with respect to a Released Claim. Should any of the Debtors violate the
foregoing covenant, the Debtors agree to pay, and fully indemnify, the Releasee which is the subject of
such suit or legal proceeding, in addition to such other damages as the Releasee may sustain as a
result of such violation, all legal fees and costs on a solicitor and its own client, full indemnity basis
incurred by the Releasee as a result of such violation.

MISCELLANEOUS
20.

The Debtors hereby agree that any acknowledgments, representations, conditions, and warranties
given to the Lender in this Agreement, the Loan Agreements, the Guarantees, and the Security shall
survive the execution of this Agreement and shall continue in full force and effect.

21.

Without prejudice to any other method of giving notice, any notice required or permitted to be given to a
party pursuant to this Agreement shall be conclusively deemed to have been received by such party on
the date following the sending of the notice by prepaid registered mail or by email to such party to the
addresses noted below. Any party may change their address for service by notice given in the
foregoing manner:

4163-8635-0884.v3
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The Lender:
Dentons Canada LLP
2500 Stantec Tower
10220 — 103 Avenue
Edmonton, AB T5J OK4
Email : nicholas.williams@dentons.com
Attention: Nicholas C. Williams
The Debtors:
DGS Construction Ltd.
8825 — 126 Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta T5B 1G8
Email: dale@dgsconstruction.net
Attention: Dale Sawchyn
With a Copy to:
Duncan Craig LLP
2800 Scotia Place
10060 Jasper Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 3V9
Email : dbieganek@dclIp.com
Attention : Darren Bieganek, Q.C.

22.

Time shall be of the essence in this Agreement.

23.

The Debtors agree to promptly do, make, execute, and deliver all such further acts, documents, and
instruments as the Lender may reasonably require to allow the Lender to enforce any of its rights under
this Agreement and to give effect to the intention of this Agreement.

24.

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the Province of Alberta. The parties hereby
irrevocably and unconditionally attorn to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of the Province of
Alberta.

25.

All references in this Agreement to dollars or currency shall refer to Canadian dollars or currency.

26.

If any provision of this Agreement shall be deemed by any court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid or
void, the remaining provisions shall remain in full force and effect.

27.

This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall enure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their
respective heirs, executors and successors. The parties each represent and warrant that each of them:
a)

fully understands the terms of this Agreement;

b)

have been afforded the opportunity to review and discuss this Agreement and all Schedules
thereto with legal counsel; and

4163-8635-0884.v3
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c)

have entered into this Agreement and any documents contemplated by it freely and without
threat, duress, or other coercion by the other party or any other person. The parties hereto
acknowledge and agree that neither this Agreement nor the other documents executed
pursuant to this Agreement shall be construed more favorably in favour of one than the other
based upon which party drafted the same, it being acknowledged that all parties hereto
contributed substantially to the negotiation and preparation of this Agreement and the other
documents executed pursuant hereto or in connection herewith.

28.

Concurrent with delivery of this Agreement by the Debtors to the Lender, the Debtors will provide to the
Lender an executed Certificate of Independent Legal Advice and Authority in the form attached as
Schedule "H" to this Agreement.

29.

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement of the parties relating to the subject matter hereof and
may not be amended or modified except by written consent executed by all parties.

30.

No provision of this Agreement shall be deemed waived by any course of conduct unless such waiver is
in writing and signed by all parties, specifically stating that it is intended to modify this Agreement.

31.

The Lender may in its absolute discretion assign (without the consent of the Debtors) to an assignee all
or any interest of the Lender in all or any of the Loan Agreements, Guarantees, Security, or this
Agreement. The Lender, without notice and without the Debtors' consent, may disclose to any
prospective assignee any and all information and documentation relating to the Debtors in the Lender's
possession or control (including without limitation financial information) whether of a confidential nature
or otherwise.

32.

No amendment to this Agreement shall be effective unless in writing and executed by each of the
parties hereto.
[remainder of page intentionally left blank[

4163-8635-0884.v3
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33.

This Agreement may be executed in as many counterparts as may be necessary, no one of which
needs to be executed by all signatories. Each counterpart, including a facsimile or an electronic copy of
this Agreement (whether signed or transmitted by fax, email or other electronic means), shall be
deemed to be an original and shall have the same force and effect as an original. All counterparts
together shall constitute one and the same instrument notwithstanding the date of execution.

IN WITNESS WHEREFORE this Agreement has been executed and delivered by the parties hereto.

AlikruNaciAL

RUA Heivr,
'13-Ese.09E1.6890:b37474...
s

n315DFE181FD473...
DGS CONSTRU

sic VI
V6'
TD.

(gar rztte
Signed by pdf

Per:
N- e
Title:

WITNESS

c.vc 49,4

SAWCHY HOLDINGS INC.

Signed by pdf

Per:
Name: fJAtt..
Title:

WITNESS

Signed by pdf
WITNESS
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AFFIDAVIT OF CORPORATE SIGNING AUTHORITY
CANADA
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
TO WIT
MAKE OATH AND SAY:

)
)
)

I, Dale Sawchyn
of the City of Edmonton
in the Province of Alberta.

1.

I am an authorized signatory of DGS CONSTRUCTION LTD. named in the within or annexed
Forbearance Agreement.

2.

I am authorized by DGS CONSTRUCTION LTD. to execute this instrument without affixing a corporate
seal.

3.

I can confirm that:
a) I was not physically present before Darren R. Bieganek of Duncan Craig LLP (the "Commissioner"), when
I executed the within affidavit;
b) I was linked to the Commissioner via videoconferencing technology;
c) I showed the Commissioner, via video, a copy of both the front and back of valid, current government
issued identification;
d) I have given permission to the Commissioner and Duncan Craig LLP to retain a copy of my valid, current
government issued identification;
e) I had a complete copy of the within affidavit, including all exhibits attached, in front of me;
f)

I was advised by the Commissioner, and do verily believe, that he had a complete copy of the within
affidavit, including all exhibits attached, in front of him;

g) I reviewed and compared every page of the within affidavit with the Commissioner and have confirmed
that the affidavits are identical;
h) I signed the within affidavit in front of the Commissioner via videoconferencing; and
i)

I will send the complete affidavit directly to the Commissioner.

SWORN before me at Edmonton
in the Province of Alberta,
this
day of May, 2020

A COMMISSIONER FOR OATHS IN AND
FOR THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA

4163-8635-0884.v3
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AFFIDAVIT OF EXECUTION
CANADA
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
TO WIT
MAKE OATH AND SAY:

1.

)

)
)

I, Darren R. Bieganek
of the City of Edmonton
in the Province of Alberta.

THAT I, Darren R. Bieganek, QC, being a lawyer in and for the Province of Alberta:
a)

Witnessed the signature of DALE SAWCHYN, a duly appointed officer of DGS CONSTRUCTION
LTD., named in the within instrument, in a single session during which I was able at all times to
see and hear the person signing the instrument by two-way video conferencing;

b)

Saw DALE SAWCHYN, a duly appointed officer of DGS CONSTRUCTION LTD. named in the
within instrument duly sign and execute the within instrument; and

c)

Have complied with the requirements established by the Law Society of Alberta with respect to
this type of witnessing in effect at the date of this Affidavit.

2.

THAT the instrument was executed at Edmonton, in the Prov
witness thereto.

3.

THAT I believe the said person whose signature I witnesse

SWORN before me at Edmonton
in the •rovince of Alberta,
this
day of May, 20

A 0
FO

ISSIONER FOR OATHS IN AND
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA

STEPHANIE A. WANKE
Barrister 8. Solicitor
A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for Alberta

4 163 LIE3:f5-0884.v3

)

)
)

of Alberta, and that I am the subscribing

ar, t least the age of eighteen (18) years.
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Certificate of Commissioner by Video Technology
I, Darren R. Bieganek, QC, of Duncan Craig LLP, do hereby certify that:
a) The affiant/deponent (the “Affiant") was not physically present before me in my capacity
as a commissioner for oaths in and for the Province of Alberta when the Affiant executed
the within affidavit;
b) The Affiant was linked to me via videoconferencing technology;
c) The Affiant showed me, via video, a copy of both the front and back of valid, current
government issued identification;
d) The Affiant has given permission to me and Duncan Craig LLP to retain a copy of the
Affiant's valid, current government issued identification;
e) The Affiant had a complete copy of the attached affidavit of corporate signing authority„
in front of the Affiant when it was executed;
f) I also had a complete copy of the within affidavit in front of me when it was executed;
g) The Affiant and I reviewed and compared every page of the attached affidavit and I can
confirm that the affidavits are identical;
h) The Affiant signed the within affidavit in front of me via videoconferencing;
i)

The Affiant sent the complete affidavit directly to the me, first by e-mail scan then by
delivery of the original to my office;

j) I am satisfied at the process followed the joint direction of the Court of Queen's Bench
of Alberta an ti e Law Society of Alberta; and

k) I am satisfie that the process was necessary because it was unsafe, for medical
reasons, for
affiant/deponent and I to be physically present together.

Darren R. Biegane
C
Barrister and Solicitor and Commissioner for Oaths
In and for the Province of Alberta

4127-9550-3140.v1
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AFFIDAVIT OF CORPORATE SIGNING AUTHORITY
CANADA
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
TO WIT
MAKE OATH AND SAY:

)
)
)

I, Dale Sawchyn
of the City of Edmonton
in the Province of Alberta.

I am an authorized signatory of SAWCHY HOLDINGS INC. named in the within or annexed Forbearance
Agreement.
2.

I am authorized by SAWCHY HOLDINGS INC. to execute this instrument without affixing a corporate
seal.

3.

I can confirm that:
a) I was not physically present before Darren R. Bieganek of Duncan Craig LLP (the "Commissioner"), when
I executed the within affidavit;
b) I was linked to the Commissioner via videoconferencing technology;
c) I showed the Commissioner, via video, a copy of both the front and back of valid, current government
issued identification;
d) I have given permission to the Commissioner and Duncan Craig LLP to retain a copy of my valid, current
government issued identification;
e) I had a complete copy of the within affidavit, including all exhibits attached, in front of me;
f)

I was advised by the Commissioner, and do verily believe, that he had a complete copy of the within
affidavit, including all exhibits attached, in front of him;

g) I reviewed and compared every page of the within affidavit with the Commissioner and have confirmed
that the affidavits are identical;
h) I signed the within affidavit in front of the Commissioner via videoconferencing; and
i)

I will send tl

omplete affidavit directly to the Commissioner.

SWORN before m= at t dmonton
in the Province of Ib-. a,
2020
this ./V-Ploy of M

OR OATHS IN AND
A COMMISSIONE
FOR THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
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AFFIDAVIT OF CORPORATE SIGNING AUTHORITY
CANADA
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
TO WIT
MAKE OATH AND SAY:

)
)
)

I, Dale Sawchyn
of the City of Edmonton
in the Province of Alberta.

1.

I am an authorized signatory of SAWCHY HOLDINGS INC. named in the within or annexed Forbearance
Agreement.

2.

1 am authorized by SAWCHY HOLDINGS INC. to execute this instrument without affixing a corporate
seal.

3.

I can confirm that:
a) I was not physically present before Darren R. Bieganek of Duncan Craig LLP (the "Commissioner"), when
I executed the within affidavit;
b) I was linked to the Commissioner via videoconferencing technology;
c) I showed the Commissioner, via video, a copy of both the front and back of valid, current government
issued identification;
d) I have given permission to the Commissioner and Duncan Craig LLP to retain a copy of my valid, current
government issued identification;
e) I had a complete copy of the within affidavit, including all exhibits attached, in front of me;
f)

1 was advised by the Commissioner, and do verily believe, that he had a complete copy of the within
affidavit, including all exhibits attached, in front of him;

g)

I reviewed and compared every page of the within affidavit with the Commissioner and have confirmed
that the affidavits are identical;

h) I signed the within affidavit in front of the Commissioner via videoconferencing; and
i)

I will send the complete affidavit directly to the Commissioner.

SWORN before me at Edmonton
in the Province of Alberta,
this
day of May, 2020

A COMMISSIONER FOR OATHS IN AND
FOR THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA

4163-8635-0884.v3

)
)
)
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AFFIDAVIT OF EXECUTION
CANADA
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
TO WIT
MAKE OATH AND SAY:

1.

)
)
)

I, Darren R, Bieganek
of the City of Edmonton
in the Province of Alberta.

THAT I, Darren R. Bieganek, QC, being a lawyer in and for the Province of Alberta:
a)

Witnessed the signature of DALE SAWCHYN, a duly appointed officer of SAWCHY HOLDINGS
INC., named in the within instrument, in a single session during which I was able at all times to
see and hear the person signing the instrument by two-way video conferencing;

b)

Saw DALE SAWCHYN, a duly appointed officer of SAWCHY HOLDINGS INC., named in the
within instrument duly sign and execute the within instrument; and

c)

Have complied with the requirements established by the Law Society of Alberta with respect to
this type of witnessing in effect at the date of this Affidavit.

2.

THAT the instrument was executed at Edmonton, in the Provipf e of Alberta, and that I am the subscribing
witness thereto.

3.

THAT I believe the said person whose signature I witnessed 1v s at least the age of eighteen (18) years.

SWORN before me at Edmonton
in the Province of Alberta,
this
y of May, 2020

A COM S IONER FOR OATHS IN AND
FOR TH
OVINCE OF ALBERTA

STEPHANIE A. WANKE
Barrister & Solicitor
A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for Alberta

4163-8635-0884.v3
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AFFIDAVIT OF EXECUTION
CANADA
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
TO WIT

)

)
)

I, Darren R. Bieganek
of the City of Edmonton
in the Province of Alberta.

MAKE OATH AND SAY:
1.

THAT I, Darren R. Bieganek, QC, being a lawyer in and for the Province of Alberta:
a)

Witnessed the signature of DALE SAWCHYN, named in the within instrument, in a single session
during which I was able at all times to see and hear the person signing the instrument by two-way
video conferencing;

b)

Saw DALE SAWCHYN, named in the within instrument duly sign and execute the within
instrument; and

c)

Have complied with the requirements established by the Law Society of Alberta with respect to
this type of witnessing in effect at the date of this Affidavit.

2,

THAT the instrument was executed at Edmonton, in the Provin
witness thereto.

3.

THAT I believe the said person whose signature I witnessed

SWORN before me at Edmonton
in the Province of Alberta,
this
day of May, 2020

A CO M S ONER FOR
THS IN AND
FOR T
•ROVINCE OF ALBERTA

STEPHANIE A. WANKE
Barrister & Solicitor
A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for Alberta

4163-8635, 0884,v3
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f Alberta, and that I am the subscribing

least the age of eighteen (18) years.
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SCHEDULE "A"
THE LOANS
1.

Term Loan #897-32969149900 - $1,460,454.60 as at April 97, 2020, plus interest thereon and thereafter
at the rate of 2.00% per annum above Prime;

2.

Revolving Loan #897-30576664800 - $921,133.76 as at April 29, 2020, plus interest thereon and
thereafter at the rate of 2.00% per annum above Prime;

3.

Term Loan #897-35024047800 - $844,905.19 as at April 29, 2020, plus interest thereon and thereafter at
the rate of 3.00% per annum above Prime;

4.

Term Loan #897-30576652400 $131,196.92 as at April 29, 2020, plus interest thereon and thereafter at
the rate of 2.00% per annum above Prime;

5.

Equipment Finance Loan #897-33747150500 - $123,170.26 as at April 29, 2020, plus interest thereon
and thereafter at the rate of 2.00% per annum above Prime;

6.

Term Loan #897-31929589500 - $72,472.43 as at April 29, 2020, plus interest thereon and thereafter at
the rate of 2.00% per annum above Prime;

7.

Term Loan #897-33214253800 - $71,764.32 as at April 29, 2020, plus interest thereon and thereafter at
the rate of 2.00% per annum above Prime;

8.

Term Loan #897-31744538500 - $23,162.67 as at April 29, 2020, plus interest thereon and thereafter at
the rate of 2.00% per annum above Prime;

9.

Term Loan #897-30679013500 - $45.04 as at April 29, 2020, plus interest thereon and thereafter at the
rate of 2.00% per annum above Prime; and

10.

Alberta Rewards BusinessCard MasterCard Loan #911-36461292200 - $126,500.29 as at April 29, 2020,
plus interest thereon and thereafter at the rate of 22.90% per annum.

*One or more of the subject Loans may fluctuate having regard to the revolving nature of the facilities and
predated entries may affect the balance. The Loans shall include any additional credit advanced by reason of the
revolving nature of the facilities along with any and all interest accrued and accruing thereon. Nothing herein
constitutes an agreement on the part of the Lender to permit the above Loans to revolve.
*Reference to "Prime" above refers to ATB Financial's prime interest rate per annum in effect from time to time.
*The above Schedule may not be exhaustive. Failure to specify a particular indebtedness in the above Schedule
does not constitute an agreement or representation that there are no other loans or indebtedness payable by the
Borrowers to the Lender.
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SCHEDULE "B"
THE LOAN AGREEMENTS
DGS Construction Ltd.
1.

Commitment Letter dated December 7, 2018

2.

Equipment Loan and Security Agreement dated May 23, 2018

3.

Advance Confirmation dated March 26, 2018

4.

Commitment Letter March 7, 2018

5.

Notice of Minor Change Agreement dated March 6, 2017

6.

Commitment Letter dated November 30, 2016

DGS Construction Ltd. and Dale Sawchyn
1.

Alberta Rewards BusinessCard MasterCard Application dated December 14, 2017

*The above Schedule may not be exhaustive. Failure to specify a particular loan agreement in the above
Schedule does not constitute an agreement or representation that there are no other loan agreements between
the Debtors and the Lender.
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SCHEDULE "C"
THE GUARANTEES
Sawchy Holdings Inc.
1.

Continuing Guarantee dated December 8, 2016, guaranteeing all indebtedness of DGS Construction Ltd.
to ATB Financial, plus interest thereon at the contractual rates agreed upon between ATB Financial and
DGS Construction Ltd., plus all legal costs on a solicitor and his own client, full indemnity basis.

Dale Glen Peter Sawchyn
1.

Joint and Several Continuing Guarantee dated December 8, 2016, guaranteeing all indebtedness of DGS
Construction Ltd. to ATB Financial, limited to the sum of 10% of all indebtedness of DGS Construction to
ATB Financial, provided that Dale Glen Peter Sawchyn's liability would not be less than the lesser of the
indebtedness of DGS Construction Ltd. to ATB and $100,000.00, and not more than $300,000.00, plus
interest from the date of demand at the rate of Prime plus 3.00% per annum, plus costs on a solicitor and
his own client, full indemnity basis.

*Reference to "Prime" above refers to ATB Financial's prime interest rate per annum in effect from time to time.
*The above Schedule may not be exhaustive. Failure to specify a particular guarantee in the above Schedule
does not constitute an agreement or representation that there are no other guarantees between the Debtors and
the Lender.
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SCHEDULE "D"
THE SECURITY
DGS Construction Ltd.
Security Agreement dated December 8, 2016, securing all indebtedness of DGS Construction Ltd. to ATB
Financial by granting a security interest in all present and after acquire real property and personal
property of DGS Construction Ltd., and the proceeds thereof.
Sawchy Holdings Inc.
1.

Security Agreement dated December 8, 2016, securing all indebtedness of Sawchy Holdings Inc. to ATB
Financial by granting a security interest in all present and after acquire real property and personal
property of Sawchy Holdings Inc., and the proceeds thereof.

2.

Postponement and Subordination — GSA dated May 23, 2018, subordinating, postponing, and deferring
all rights, claims, and security interests of Sawchy Holdings Inc. in certain collateral of DGS Construction
Ltd., to the rights, claims, and security interests of ATB Financial in said collateral.

3.

Collateral Mortgage dated December 8, 2016, securing all indebtedness of Sawchy Holdings Inc. to ATB
Financial in the principal amount of $1,620,000.00, plus interest at the rate of Prime plus 5.00% per
annum, plus costs on a solicitor and his own client, full indemnity basis, by mortgaging the real property
legally described as:
PLAN 4207KS
BLOCK 50
LOT 5
EXCEPTING THEREOUT ALL MINES AND MINERALS
(the "Lands")

4.

General Assignment of Rents and Leases dated December 8, 2016, securing all indebtedness of Sawchy
Holdings Inc. to ATB Financial by granting an assignment of all leases and rents, and the full power and
authority to demand, collect, sue for, distrain for, recover, and receive the rents in respect of the Lands.

Dale Glen Peter Sawchyn
1.

Postponement and Assignment of Claims dated December 8, 2016, assigning to ATB Financial all
indebtedness of DGS Construction Ltd. to Dale Glen Peter Sawchyn, and all security therefore.

*Reference to "Prime" above refers to ATB Financial's prime interest rate per annum in effect from time to time.
*The above Schedule may not be exhaustive. Failure to specify Security in the Schedule does not constitute an
agreement or representation that there is no additional Security in favour of the Lender in relation to the Debtors
or the Loans.
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AMENDING AGREEMEN1
THIS AGREEMENT is made this rc):6'4' day of October, 2020.
AMONG:
ATB FINANCIAL
(hereinafter referred to as the "Lender")
This is Exhibit " B " referred to in the
Affidavit of
Dale Sawchyn
Sworn before me this
March

2

OF THE FIRST PART
-and-

day of

A.D. 20 21

A Notary Public, A Commissioner for Oaths in
and for the Province of Alberta

Ryan F.T. Quinlan
Barrister & Solicitor

DGS CONSTRUCTION LTD.
(hereinafter referred to as "DGS")
OF THE SECOND PART
-and-

SAWCHY HOLDINGS INC.
(hereinafter referred to as "Sawchy")
OF THE THIRD PART
-and-

DALE GLEN PETER SAWCHYN
(hereinafter referred to as "Sawchyn")
OF THE FOURTH PART
(DGS, Sawchy, and Sawchyn are collectively referred to herein as the "Debtors")
WHEREAS:
A. The Debtors and the Lender entered into a Forbearance Agreement dated May 15, 2020 (the
"Forbearance Agreement");
B. The Debtors have respectively requested additional time to pay the Indebtedness owing under the
Forbearance Agreement, and that the Lender refrain from proceeding with any enforcement or recovery
proceedings against the Security or the Debtors, or from otherwise enforcing the Lender's rights under
the Forbearance Agreement, Loan Agreements, Guarantees, or the Security, as all those terms are
defined in the Forbearance Agreement, in order to allow the Debtors to repay the Indebtedness over time;
and
C. The Lender has agreed to permit the Debtors such time, subject to the terms and conditions contained
herein;
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NOW THEREFORE THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSES, that in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual
covenants hereinafter set forth, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of
which is hereby acknowledged by the Lender from the Debtors, and by the Debtors from the Lender, the Lender
and the Debtors agree as follows:

NO AMENDMENT
Save as expressly provided in this Agreement, nothing in this Agreement is intended to alter, amend,
modify or limit the existence or the effectiveness of any agreement between the Lender and the Debtors,
including, without limitation, the Forbearance Agreement. All terms and conditions in the Forbearance
Agreement, Loan Agreements, Guarantees, and Security remain in full force and effect, except as
modified herein, and the Debtors affirm and ratify the Forbearance Agreement, Loan Agreements,
Guarantees, and Security in their entirety.
2.

All capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the
Forbearance Agreement.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS AND REPRESENTATIONS
3,

The Debtors acknowledge and agree that the Lender has not waived any default on the part of the
Debtors and is not by this Agreement waiving any default.

AMENDMENTS
4.

As at the effective date of this Agreement, the Forbearance Agreement shall be amended as follows:
a)

b)

Section 3(i)(vii) of the Forbearance Agreement is deleted and replaced with;
"(vii)

on or before October 15, 2020, the Debtors shall pay the amount of $35,000,00;

(viii)

on or before November 15, 2020, the Debtors shall pay the amount of
$55,000.00;

(ix)

on or before December 15, 2020, the Debtors shall pay the amount of
$55,000.00;

(x)

on or before January 15, 2021, the Debtors shall pay the amount of $55,000.00;
and

(xi)

on or before January 29, 2020, the Debtors shall pay the remainder of the
Indebtedness and the Lender's expenses referred to in paragraph 3(h) of this
Agreement;"

A new section 3(n) of the Forbearance Agreement shall be added, as follows:

"(n)

on November 15, 2020, and on the fifteenth (15th) day of each month thereafter during
the Forbearance Period, as defined herein, DGS shall provide to the Lender:

(i)
NATDOCS1492112661V-2

aged accounts receivable listings; and
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(ii)

c)

printouts from the Canada Revenue Agency website of amounts presently owed
or owing for source deduction arrears and unpaid goods and services taxes;

A new section 3(o) of the Forbearance Agreement shall be added, as follows:
"(o)

in respect of the Lands, as defined in Schedule "D" to this Agreement:
the Lands shall be appraised by a certified appraiser chosen by the
Lender acting reasonably (the "Appraiser") and the Appraiser shall
provide an opinion on the fair market value of the Lands. The Debtors
shall provide the Appraiser with access to the Lands and cooperate with
the Appraiser, and the cost of the appraisal shall be added to the
Indebtedness;

d)

(ii)

Sawchy shall list the Lands for sale with an accredited realtor,
satisfactory to the Lender acting reasonably (the "Realtor"), at a listing
price equal to the fair market value of the Lands as opined by the
Appraiser, or such higher amount as directed by the Lender in its sole
and absolute discretion;

(iii)

Sawchy shall provide the Lender with a copy of any listing agreement, as
pre-approved by the Lender in accordance with paragraph 3(o)(ii) of this
Agreement;

(iv)

Sawchy shall not amend any listing agreement in respect of the Lands
without the prior written consent of the Lender acting reasonably;

(v)

within 48 hours of a request by the Lender, Sawchy and the Realtor shall
amend the listing agreement in respect of the Lands to adjust the listing
price of the Lands to the price requested by the Lender;

(vi)

the Realtor shall provide the Lender with monthly written reports of the
Realtor's activities regarding the marketing and sale of the Lands;

(vii)

Sawchy shall provide to the Lender, within 24 hours of receipt by
Sawchy, any and all offers to purchase the Lands; and

(viii)

Sawchy shall not accept or reject any offer to purchase the Lands
without the prior written approval of the Lender, to be exercised in its
sole and absolute discretion;"

A new section 3(p) of the Forbearance Agreement shall be added, as follows:
"(p)

NATDOCS \49211266W-2
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on or before November 1, 2020, DGS will identify any equipment not
utilized by DGS on a regular basis (the "Surplus Equipment") and
provide an itemized list of the Surplus Equipment to the Lender;

e)

(ii)

on or before December 15, 2020, DGS shall sell all equipment not
utilized by DGS on a regular basis (the "Surplus Equipment"), using
Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers or Century Services Inc. (collectively, the
"Auction Houses" and singularly an "Auction House") as its agent.
DGS shall provide the Lender with a copy of any sales process proposal
submitted by either Auction House. The details of any sales process
proposal submitted by the Auction Houses, including but not limited to
the method, timing and compensation for any proposed sales process,
with which DGS seeks to accept and proceed with, shall be approved in
writing by the Lender acting reasonably prior to any activity relating to
such sales process being undertaken by the approved Auction House;

(iii)

all sale proceeds derived from a sale of the Surplus Equipment
completed by the approved Auction House shall be made payable to and
deposited with the Auction House. DGS shall irrevocably direct the
approved Auction House to pay to the Lender any and all proceeds in
respect of its sale of the Surplus Equipment, less such reasonable
amounts for compensation and expenses as have been agreed to in
advance by the Lender. DGS agrees to provide to the approved Auction
House, in advance of the sale of any Surplus Equipment by the approved
Auction House, a duly executed Direction to Pay; and

(iv)

any net sale proceeds received by the Lender from the approved Auction
House in respect of the sale of the Surplus Equipment shall be applied to
the Indebtedness in the Lender's sole discretion."

Section 4(c) of the Forbearance Agreement is deleted and replaced with:
"(C)

if the Debtors comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the
Lender agrees to forbear from the enforcement of the Security and from
otherwise collecting on or enforcing its rights under the Loan Agreements and
Guarantees until January 31, 2020, except as otherwise provided in this
Agreement (the "Forbearance Period"). The Lender may in its sole and
unfettered discretion agree to extend the Forbearance Period."

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE
5.

Save as expressly modified by this Agreement, each and every term, acknowledgement, representation,
agreement, and covenant contained or given in accordance with the Forbearance Agreement are hereby
repeated, incorporated by reference, ratified, and confirmed and remain in full force and effect.

6.

Save as expressly modified by this Agreement, all documents including, without limitation, the Consent
Receivership Order, Consent Redemption Order, and Consent Judgment, as defined in the Forbearance
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Agreement, delivered concurrently with the Forbearance Agreement, remain in full force and effect and
may be utilized in accordance with the terms of the Forbearance Agreement as amended by this
Agreement.
NO WAIVER OR ACQUIESCENCE
7.

Nothing in this Agreement constitutes a waiver on the part of the Lender or any rights or remedies which
the Lender may have in relation to the Debtors, Loan Agreements, Guarantees, Security, or Forbearance
Agreement, save as specified expressly herein in writing.

8.

Nothing in this Agreement constitutes an acquiescence on the part of the Lender with respect to any
default on the part of the Debtors or waiver in relation to such default, save as specified expressly herein
in writing.

MISCELLANEOUS
9.

The Debtors hereby agrees that any acknowledgments, representations, conditions, and warranties given
to the Lender in this Agreement, the Loan Agreements, Guarantees, Security, and Forbearance
Agreement shall survive the execution of this Agreement and shall continue in full force and effect.

10.

Time shall be of the essence in this Agreement.

11,

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the Province of Alberta. The parties hereby irrevocably
and unconditionally attorn to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of the Province of Alberta.

12.

All references in this Agreement to dollars or currency shall refer to Canadian dollars or currency.

13.

If any provision of this Agreement shall be deemed by any court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid or
void, the remaining provisions shall remain in full force and effect.

14.

This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall enure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their
respective heirs, executors and successors. The parties each represent and warrant that each of them:
a)

fully understands the terms of this Agreement;

b)

have been afforded the opportunity to review and discuss this Agreement with legal counsel; and

c)

have entered into this Agreement and any documents contemplated by it freely and without
threat, duress, or other coercion by the other party or any other person. The parties hereto
acknowledge and agree that neither this Agreement nor the other documents executed pursuant
to this Agreement shall be construed more favorably in favour of one than the other based upon
which party drafted the same, it being acknowledged that all parties hereto contributed
substantially to the negotiation and preparation of this Agreement and the other documents
executed pursuant hereto or in connection herewith.

15.

The Debtors represent and warrant that the execution and delivery of this Agreement have been duly
authorized and this Agreement is valid, effective, and binding upon the Debtors.

16.

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement of the parties relating to the subject matter hereof and
may not be amended or modified except by written consent executed by all parties.

NATDOCS149211266W-2
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17.

No provision of this Agreement shall be deemed waived by any course of conduct unless such waiver is
in writing and signed by all parties, specifically stating that it is intended to modify this Agreement.

18.

The Lender may in its absolute discretion assign (without the consent of the Debtors) to an assignee all or
any interest of the Lender in all or any of the Loan Agreements, Guarantees, Security, Forbearance
Agreement or this Agreement, The Lender, without notice and without the Debtors' consent, may disclose
to any prospective assignee any and all information and documentation relating to any of the Debtors in
the Lender's possession or control (including without limitation financial information) whether of a
confidential nature or otherwise.

19.

No amendment to this Agreement shall be effective unless in writing and executed by each of the parties
hereto.

20.

This Agreement may be executed in as many counterparts as may be necessary, no one of which needs
to be executed by all signatories. Each counterpart, including a facsimile or an electronic copy of this
Agreement (whether signed or transmitted by fax, email or other electronic means), shall be deemed to
be an original and shall have the same force and effect as an original. All counterparts together shall
constitute one and the same instrument notwithstanding the date of execution.

IN WITNESS WHEREFORE this Agreement has been executed and delivered by the parties hereto.
ATB FDLNOAlecVkL

RUA Flitvy4,
500E16890A

4...

Per„---DocuSigned by:

tktAtx MIA,tx
Per --

L815DFE181FL)4/3...

DGS CONSTRUCTION LTD.

Per:
WITNES

I
Name<
Title:

/4)

SAWCHY HOLDINGS INC.

WITNES

Per: X
Name:
Title:

Per:
WITNESS
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AFFIDAVIT OF CORPORATE SIGNING AUTHORITY
CANADA
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
TO WIT
MAKE OATH AND SAY:

)
)

)

of
‘v-)
in the Province of Alberta.

1.

I am an authorized signatory of DGS CONSTRUCTION LTD. named in the within or annexed Amending
Agreement.

2.

I am authorized by DGS CONSTRUCTION LTD. to execute this instrument without affixing a corporate
seal,

SWORN bef
me at 'rr\
in the Provin pf Alberta,
this 3--1s-t tday c)f October, 2020

A COMMISSI` FOR OATHS IN AND
FOR THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA

n
L 114 -4
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AFFIDAVIT OF EXECUTION
CANADA
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
TO WIT
MAKE OATH AND SAY:

)
)
)

I 1.- ('N'Y I kn )-?E
\ nR,64,
of /Qin( 1\f—k k-r).
in the Province of Alberta.

1.

THAT I was personally present and did se
\
, a duly appointed officer of DGS
CONSTRUCTION LTD,, named in the within Amending Agreement, duly sign and execute the same for
the purposes named therein.

2.

THAT the instrument was executed at C.,-.),nncisti-c,eJ
subscribing witness thereto.

3.

THAT I believe the said person whose signature I itn ssed was at least the age of eighteen years.

SWORN before me at 1:---° (.'°^ 1'° "\
in the Province of Alberta,
this 28 day of October, 2020

A OM SSIONER FOR OATHS IN AND
F. TH PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
Stephanie A. Wanke
Barrister & Solicitor
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, in the Province of Alberta, and that I am the
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AFFIDAVIT OF CORPORATE SIGNING AUTHORITY

)
)
)

CANADA
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
TO WIT
MAKE OATH AND SAY:

( t.-.)0()
of
in the Province of Alberta.

1.

I am an authorized signatory of SAWCHY HOLDINGS INC. named in the within or annexed Amending
Agreement,

2.

I am authorized by SAWCHY HOLDINGS INC. to execute this instrument without affixing a corporate
seal.

SWORN befor me at (&)
in the ProvinCe
, of Alberta,
this
da44f October, 2020

61

A COMMISSI NER FOR OATHS IN AND
FOR THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
\-1`

LY1 r))1q, WO Le
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AFFIDAVITOF EXECUTION
CANADA

)

I, --..\)d“

PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
TO WIT
MAKE OATH AND SAY:

)
)

of
in the Province of Alberta.

L

1.

, a duly appointed officer of
THAT I was personally present and did see-srpo\e.
SAWCHY HOLDINGS INC., named in the within Amending Agreement, duly sign and execute the same
for the purposes named therein.

2.

THAT the instrument was executed at (.0rv-v,t\/\ ift,)
subscribing witness thereto.

3.

THAT I believe the said person whose signature I witnessed was at least the age of eighteen years.

SWORNbefore me at
in the Province of Alberta,
day of October, 2020
this C

A COMAOONER FOR OATHSIN AND
FOR THE PROVINCEOF ALBERTA
Stephanie A. Wanke
Barrister & Solicitor
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AFFIDAVIT OF EXECUTION
CANADA
PROVINCE OFALBERTA
TO WIT

vi- cky,Vne.

)

)

)

of .C.,,pir'sf-N„ 1:1,;(c

in the Province of Alberta.

MAKE OATH AND SAY:
1,

THAT I was personally present and did see DALE GLEN PETER SAWCHYN, named in the within
Amending Agreement, duly sign and execute the same for the purposes named therein.

2.

THAT the instrument was executed at ('
subscribing witness thereto.

crJ

, in the Province of Alberta, and that I am the

THAT I believe the said person whose signature I witnessed was at least the age of eighteen years.

SWORN before me at L. Morin the Province of Alberta,
this 2X day of October, 2020

A COMM SSI NER FOR OATHS IN AND
FOR THE`P °VINCE OF ALBERTA
Stephanie A. Wanke
Barrister & Solicitor
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ATB Financial is committed to protecting your privacy and the confidentiality of your personal
information. We will collect, use and disclose your personal information in accordance with our
Privacy Code found at www.atb.com. Personal information that we collect, use or disclose may
be processed and stored in the United States of America. To view our Out of Canada Service
Providers Statement, please visit www.atb.com under the heading Privacy and Security. If you
have questions about the collection, use or disclosure of your personal information, please
contact ATB Financial's Chief Privacy Officer either by e-mail at PrivacyOfficer@atb.com or
by phone at (780) 408-7588.
I have read the above information about electronic records and electronic signatures.
I acknowledge that I am able to use this computer, tablet, mobile phone or other electronic
device to view information by email or by web pages, including, yet not limited to,
materials in .pdf format.
I further acknowledge that I have created or I am adopting an electronic signature and, in
accepting my electronic signature, ATB Financial and I recognize this electronic signature
as unique to me.
I consent to using electronic records and electronic signatures in place of paper documents
and handwritten signatures in relation to the accounts, products and/or other services that
I have requested. This includes, without restriction, the Required Information.

I agree and I provide my consent by clicking on the "I Accept" button, below.

EXHIBIT "C"

Nicholas C. Williams

Dentons Canada LLP
2500 Stantec Tower
10220 - 103 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB, Canada T5J OK4

nicholas.wIlliams@dentons.com
D +1 780 423 7325

dentons.com

File No,: 405525-1785/NCW

January 7, 2021
SENT VIA EMAIL (DBIEGANEK(a,DCLLP.COM)
Duncan Craig LLP
2800 Scotia Place, 10060 Jasper Avenue
Edmonton, AB T5J 3V9

This is Exhibit " C " referred to in the
Affidavit of
Dale Sawchyn

Sworn before me this

1.

day of

A.D. 20

March

21

Attention: Darren Bieganek, Q.C.
A Notary Public, A Commissioner for Oaths in
arid for the Province of Alberta

Dear Sir:

sk."4 ,

RE:

DGS Construction Ltd., Sawchy Holdings Inc., and Dale Sawchyn indebtedness to ATB
Financial ("ATB")

As you are aware, we are the solicitors for ATB with regards to amounts owing from DGS Construction Ltd.,
Sawchy Holdings Inc., and Dale Sawchyn.
Please be advised that the amount of the indebtedness owing from DGS Construction Ltd. and Sawchy
Holdings Inc. to ATB, inclusive of anticipated legal costs to close file, as at January 15, 2021, is anticipated
to be as follows:

Term Loan #897-32969149900

$ 1,501,001.70

Revolving Loan #897-30576664800

$

833,839.55

Term Loan #897-35024047800

$

876,082.15

Term Loan #897-30576652400

$

135,293.38

Term Loan #897-33747150500

$

127,016.16

Term Loan #897-31929589500

$

35,226.96

Term Loan #897-33214253800

$

5,308.01

Legal Costs, inclusive of costs to close

$

4,651.80

Total:

$ 3,518,419.71

Per Diem:

$ 416.85

Our trust account information is as follows:
Royal Bank of Canada
Unit D219, 10220 — 102 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB T5J 4B7
Transit #03749-003
Acct. #150 230 1
Swift Code: ROYCCAT2
Larrain Rencoret ► Hamilton Harrison & Mathews s Mardemootoo Balgobin ► FIPRP ► Zain & Co, ► Delany Law ► Dinner Martin
Maclay Murray & Spans t. Gallo Barrios Plckmann ► Munoz ► Cardenas & Cardenas s Lopez Velarde s Rodyk ► Boekel ► OPF Partners

NATDOCS\51287012\V-1

dentons.com
January 7, 2021
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ABA #021000021
File Reference: 405525-1785/NCW
Regards,
Dentons Canada LLP

Nicholas C. Williams
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EXHIBIT "D"

This is Exhibit" D " referred to in the
Affidavit of
Dale Sawchyn

Travelers

Sworn before me this
March

RESTRUCTURING CAPITAL

400-4180 Lougheed Hwy Burnaby BC V5C 6A7

->
20

day of
21

A Notary Pub lc, A Commissioner for Oaths in
and for the Province of Alberta

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
February 4, 2021
TO:

Ryan F.T. Quinlan
Barrister & Solicitor

DGS Construction LTD.
8825 126 Ave NW
Edmonton, AB
T58 1G8

Re: DGS Credit Facility
Travelers Restructuring Capital Inc. (the "Lender" or "TRC") is pleased to confirm our approval terms for a credit
facility(ies) to be secured by certain pieces of equipment (the "Equipment"), plus any additional security as deemed
necessary by the Lender and as laid out the security section herein (together with the Equipment, the "Collateral").
Borrower(s):

DGS Construction Ltd.
Sawchy Holdings Inc.
(each a "Borrower" and collectively referred to herein as the "Borrower")

Guarantor:

Dale Sawchyn (the "Guarantor")

Lender:

TRC and/or its assignees, syndicate partners or participants.

Maximum
Availability:

Facility 1: Equipment Facility
The total amount advanced under the Equipment Facility shall not, at any time, be greater
than $1,829,508.
Facility 2: Real Property Facility
The total amount advanced under the Equipment Facility shall not, at any time, be greater
than $1,326,694.
(Facility 1 and Facility 2 are collectively referred to herein as the "Loan")

Use of Proceeds:

The Borrowers will enter a Loan facility which will assist with the repayment of the Alberta
Treasury Branches ("ATB") indebtedness and approved working capital requirements of the
Borrower. The Loan will also be used to pay any and all recoverable fees, expenses and costs
incurred by the Lender in connection with the Loan and any unpaid portion of the
Commitment Fee, at the sole discretion of the Lender.

Term:

The Loan will terminate no later than 12 months after the Start Date (the "Maturity
Date").

Disbursement:

Single advance on a specified date, to be determined upon satisfaction of all Conditions
Precedent to Closing (the "Start Date").

Interest Rate:

Interest shall accrue on the outstanding balance of the Loan at an interest rate of 12% per
annum, calculated in arrears and payable monthly.
Page 1 of 5
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Commitment Fee:

Repayment:

The Borrower(s) will pay to the Lender a Commitment Fee of 2.25% of the Maximum
Availability of the Loan.
Facility 1:
Facility 1 will be serviced by twelve payments of $48,159.79. On the Maturity Date, the balance
of the principal balance outstanding under Facility 1 will be due and payable by the Borrower
(the "Facility 1 Balloon Payment").
Facility 2:
Facility 2 will be serviced by twelve (12) consecutive monthly payments of $16,921. On the
Maturity Date, the balance of the principal balance outstanding under Facility 1 will be due
and payable by the Borrower (the "Facility 2 Balloon Payment").

Expenses:

The Borrower(s) will pay all reasonable costs incurred by the Lender, directly or indirectly,
including, without limitation, expenses of legal counsel, due diligence, appraisals, and any
other reasonable expenses incurred in conjunction with preparing the Loan documents.

Security:

The Loan will be cross-collateralized, and the Borrower(s) will provide the following security
documents (the "Security") to secure all outstanding under the Loan, to be satisfactory to the
Lender at their sole discretion:
1.

A General Security Agreement granting a specific first ranking security interest in
the Equipment (full description of the Equipment to be included as a schedule to
the Loan and Security Agreement), to be evidenced by applicable PPSA
registrations;

2.

A General Security Agreement granting a first ranking interest in all the Borrower(s)
present and after-acquired personal property, to be evidenced by applicable PPSA
registrations and inter-lender agreements, as required. For clarity, TRC will be
granted a first ranking GSA in all of the Borrower(s) present and after-acquired
personal property up until such a time the Borrower(s) successfully obtains working
capital financing from a third-party lender or recognized financial institution, at
which point TRC will enter into a satisfactory inter-lender agreement that will grant
priority to the working capital financier on certain present and after-acquired
personal property of the Borrower(s);

3.

A guarantee from the Guarantor with respect to the Borrower's obligations to the
Lender;

4.

A registered collateral mortgage in the amount of the Maximum Availability,
granting a first ranking fixed charge against the legal title to the Property, to be
evidenced by applicable land title registrations, as required;

5.

General Assignment of all leases and rents, as applicable, at the Property, to be
evidenced by applicable PPSA registrations, as required;

6.

Assignment of "all risk" and general liability insurance coverage against the
Collateral with first loss payable to the Lender;

7.

Voluntary surrender of security by the Borrower regarding the Collateral in
Page 2 of 5
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compliance with the PPSA;
8.

Title insurance to be obtained at the expense of the Borrower by an insurer
satisfactory of the Lender;

9.

Postponement of any and all shareholder and related party loans owed to or by the
Borrower and related entities; and

10. Such other security and documentation which the Lender and its counsel deem
advisable
The Borrower(s) will provide, at their expense, all such releases, waivers,
subordinations, inter-creditor agreements, registrations, authorizations, certificates,
acknowledgements, and legal opinions as TRC and its solicitor may reasonably
require to give effect to the foregoing
Assignability and
Syndication:

Conditions
Precedent to
Closing:

TRC reserves the right in its sole discretion, to assign, sell, transfer, grant participation or
otherwise dispose of all or any part of its rights in respect of the Loan facility described
herein. TRC is authorized to confidentially disclose, such information concerning
Borrower(s), as TRC considers appropriate.

The execution and advance of the Loan is subject to the Lender's receipt of the following, all
of which will be in form and substance satisfactory to the Lender:
1.

Execution of a Loan and Security Agreement duly executed by the Borrower, Guarantor,
and the Lender;

2.

Registration of the required Security and any ancillary documentation which is required
to perfect the Lender's security interests;

3.

All constituting documents, inclusive of Officer's Certificates, for the Borrower and
Guarantor and satisfaction of the Lender's AML/KYC requirements;

4.

Satisfactory review of any appraisals commissioned by the Borrower for any of the real
property assets owned by the Guarantor or Borrower;

5.

Receipt by the Lender, on an itemized basis, of complete descriptions of the Equipment,
including make (manufacturer-), model number(s), serial number(s) of all major
components, together with photos and original purchase orders or invoices for the
Equipment, proof of registration with the relevant motor vehicle department, as
applicable, and proof of payment for the Equipment;

6.

Receipt and satisfactory review of any and all leases with respect to tenants in
occupancy at any of the real property locations owned by the Borrower;

7.

The delivery and satisfactory review by the Lender of evidence that all priority payables
(CRA, etc.) are up to date for the Borrower and Guarantor;

Page 3 of 5
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Any other conditions precedent required by the Lender for a lease of this nature.
Reporting
Requirements:

Standard reporting requirements for a facility of this nature, to be formally defined in the
Loan and Security Agreement.

Covenants:

The Loan and Security Agreement may contain affirmative, negative and financial
covenants, to be formally defined in the Loan and Security Agreement.

Events of Default:

Standard events of default for a Loan transaction of this nature,

Page 4 of 5
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Yours truly,
TRAVELERS f(ESTRUCTURI

CAPITAL INC.

By:
Name: Warren Miller
Title:
Vice-President
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EXHIBIT "E"

Karla Sookdeo
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Darren Bieganek
Thursday, February 04, 2021 3:10 PM
Nick Williams
RE: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al
1930_001.0f; DGS Sources Uses Travelers Feb 4 2021 Additional Funds.xlsx

Nick,
Further to out telephone call few moments ago, I understand that you have signified the DGS account with Servus Credit Union
along with each of the account debtors on our clients account's receivable list. The net result of your action is that the company will
not be able to meet its payroll.
ATB is effectively putting the client out of business. I do acknowledge you had indicated an intention to take this step in your email
of January 25, however subsequent to that e-mail we have been proceeding, and negotiating, with ATB in good faith to continue to
find a solution and pay out ATB in full. By your e-mail of yesterday, you appeared to have given us at least the benefit of today to
address the equipment sale and had previously indicated that our client would be allowed to make payroll. At no time did you
advise that you were continuing with the signification regardless of these efforts.
Notwithstanding all of the foregoing, my client worked all night with Travellers to negotiate adjustments to fees and confirm
additional money. I now enclose confirmation of Traveller's terms as of today and an updated Spreadsheet showing sources and
uses of funds. The EBF funding may be at risk if ATB has signified all of the receivables, however our client now has funds sufficient
to pay out ATB in full and satisfy the CRA claim.
Travellers is instructions counsel for document preparation but all of this will be for not if ATB is not prepared to stand down. We
can get it funded as soon as the paper is ready. I need to know as soon as possible if ATB ids going to do that or if they are going to
say no.
Now that you have signified accounts that may put the viability of this proposal in jeopardy but my client continues to work in that
direction.
Please review with your client and get back to me as soon as possible.
This is Exhibit
E " referred to in the
Affidavit of

Yours truly,

Dale Sawchyn
Darren
Sworn before me this
March
From: Williams, Nicholas <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
Sent: February-03-21 4:35 PM
To: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dcllp.com>
Subject: RE: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al
Importance: High

day of
21 _14). 20 21

A Notary Public, A
missionefro
Oath'k in
and for the Province of Alberta

Ryan F.T. Quinlan
Barrister & Solicitor

Darren,
I have spoken with ATB Financial regarding your client's proposal, and the documentation from Travelers and Accord .
Unfortunately, that proposal is not acceptable to ATB Financial.
ATB Financial will be continuing with its enforcement, and remains of the opinion that the use of North American Auction
LLC is commercially reasonable.

1

My understanding is that last week Mr. Sawchyn and Mr. Hajas discussed the possibility of North American Auction LLC
and Sawchy Holdings Inc. entering a short term lease so that the equipment could be auctioned on-site, rather than being
removed. If North American Auction LLC and Sawchy Holdings Inc. are not able to agree to a short term lease before 4:00
p.m. on February 4, 2021, then the equipment will be removed from Sawchy Holdings Inc.'s premises.
Regards,

Nicholas C. Williams
Associate
Visit the New Dynamic Hub, available to our clients and communities as part of the commitment that
Dentons, the world's largest law firm, is making across 75+ countries, to address accelerating change
resulting from the pandemic.
D +1 780 423 7325
nicholas.williams@dentons.com
Website
Bio
Dentons Canada LLP
2500 Stantec Tower, 10220 - 103 Avenue NW Edmonton, AB T5J OK4 Canada

Durham Jones & Pinegar > LEAD Advogados > Rattagan Macchiavello Arocena > Jimenez de
Arechaga, Viana & Brause > Lee International > Kensington Swan > Bingham Greenebaum > Cohen &
Grigsby > Sayarh & Menjra > Larrain Rencoret > For more information on the firms that have come
together to form Dentons, go to dentons.com/legacyfirms
Dentons is a global legal practice providing client services worldwide through its member firms and affiliates. This
email may be confidential and protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, disclosure,
copying, distribution and use are prohibited; please notify us immediately and delete this email from your systems.
To update your commercial electronic message preferences email dentonsinsightsca(a,dentons.com or visit our
website. Please see dentons.com for Legal Notices.
From: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dcllp.com>
Sent: February 3, 2021 3:55 PM
To: Williams, Nicholas <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
Cc: dale@dgsconstruction.net; cherrie@dgsconstruction.net
Subject: RE: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al
Importance: High
Nick,
I have received confirmation that Accord agrees to allow $200k ahead of them on house in addition to the existing ATB
mortgage.
We just now have to put the security in place.
Can you please get back to me as son as possible.
Darren
From: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dclIp.com>
Sent: February-03-21 3:20 PM
To: Nick Williams <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
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Cc: dale@dgsconstruction.net; cherrie@dgsconstruction.net
Subject: RE: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al
Further to the below noted e-mail, I enclose the documents requested (Term Sheets from Travellers and Accord — Accord is times 2),
along with the Factoring Agreement. These were received by me today.
The smaller Accord piece forms a part of one of the Travellers loans.
The numbers that are to be advanced are outlined in the sources of funds which was sent to you yesterday.
I have got a couple of plates spinning at the moment but the bottom-line is this:

a) Travellers is approved. The "subject to" is confirming that ATB will take $3,300,000.00 out of the advance and no more to
release interest in assets and claims against the companies;

b) I am waiting on confirmation that Accord is satisfied that if you take the second (or effectively "increase the first" which is
already in favour of ATB by $200,000.00) that Accord is okay with that. The sense from the broker is that getting the deal
done is the imperative here and will likely go but am waiting on that confirmation..
So everything is circular. If we get everything finalized in the next day or two, we should be in a position to fund, according to the
broker, at the earliest late next week, if not the following week but funding is imminent.
While I wish we were in a better position, we are not at this juncture. Our alternative will be to take protective measures to prevent
removal of the equipment tomorrow and I would prefer not to have to pull that trigger if at all possible.
In the circumstances, will ATB afford us a couple more days to bring this to fruition?
Yours truly,
Darren

Darren Bieganek
Partner, Insolvency, Restructuring and Commercial Litigation
+1 780.441.4386

From: Williams, Nicholas <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
Sent: February-02-21 6:35 PM
To: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dcllp.com>
Subject: RE: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al
Hi Darren,
I have passed this along to my client. Can you please also provide the executed Term Sheets from Travelers and BCAP,
along with the lenders confirmation that all conditions have been satisfied? Please also advise as to when the lenders
would fund.

Nicholas C. Williams
Associate
Visit the New Dynamic Hub, available to our clients and communities as part of the commitment that
Dentons, the world's largest law firm, is making across 75+ countries, to address accelerating change
resulting from the pandemic.
D +1 780 423 7325
nicholas.williams@dentons.com
3
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Website

Dentons Canada LLP
2500 Stantec Tower, 10220 - 103 Avenue NW Edmonton, AB T5J OK4 Canada

Durham Jones & Pinegar > LEAD Advogados > Rattagan Macchiavello Arocena > Jimenez de
Arechaga, Viana & Brause > Lee International > Kensington Swan > Bingham Greenebaum > Cohen &
Grigsby > Sayarh & Menjra > Larrain Rencoret > For more information on the firms that have come
together to form Dentons, go to dentons.com/leoacyfirms
Dentons is a global legal practice providing client services worldwide through its member firms and affiliates. This
email may be confidential and protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, disclosure,
copying, distribution and use are prohibited; please notify us immediately and delete this email from your systems.
To update your commercial electronic message preferences email dentonsinsightsca dentons.com or visit our
website. Please see dentons.com for Legal Notices.

From: Darren Bieganek <dbieganekPdcllp.com>
Sent: February 2, 2021 6:20 PM
To: Williams, Nicholas <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
Cc: dale@dgsconstruction.net; cherriePdgsconstruction.net
Subject: RE: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al
Nick,
Thank you for speaking with me this afternoon. Following up on that call, I understand from discussions with my client
that:
1. The Civil Enforcement Agency has also expressed concerns to ATB Financial about the use of this auctioneer; and
2. The auctioneer proposes to haul all of the equipment to Calgary at what we understand to be a considerable
expense (probably at least $140,000).
The auctioneer's personal CV does not leave either myself or my client with any comfort at all. ATB's use of this firm to
sell restaurant equipment is not the same as using the firm to sell this equipment when they do not have facilities to do
it and there are clearly more qualified firms in Edmonton. You have also not provided any confirmation that the propose
auctioneer has appropriate bonding or sufficient backing to guarantee payment of auction funds if the sale proceeds.
Your client's obligation to mine is actually under s. 66 (1) of the PPSA (not the CEA) and that obligation is to act in both
good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner. Considering that ATB Financial asked our client to get appraisals
from Ritchie Bros., which it did, and get sales guarantees from them several months ago, which it also did, the use of
some other company otherwise unknown to be doing heavy equipment sales seems to me to not meet the standard.
All of this said, my client has continued to work on its funding arrangements. Travellers has come through. The amount
they are willing to fund, in conjunction with EBF, has brought the total to just under $4.2 MM. I enclose a sources and
uses of funds spreadsheet. On the sources side, please ignore the "Dale new mortgage" piece and deduct $75,000 from
the payment to ATB on the uses side. This uses includes holdbacks by funders for interest reserve and costs. With
payment to CRA, the client would be able to pay to ATB approximately $3.3 MM. That would leave a shortfall of
$200,000. Mr. Sawchyn is prepared to provide a collateral mortgage to ATB on his home — payment terms would need
to be discussed.
With the movement of the equipment to Calgary and auction commissions and costs, that bill from the auctioneer is
going to be easily north of $400,000 with no guarantee of obtaining maximum value. My client's proposal is only a risk in
that ATB is being asked to wait out payment on the final $200,000 but at least my client will have an operating business
he can use to service that obligation and the employment of his staff will be maintained.
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This e-mail is sent with prejudice. I will need a response from you as soon as possible tomorrow regarding this proposal
which, it seems to me, at least provides your client with the best option for maximizing its recovery.
If I do not hear back by early afternoon tomorrow we will need to consider next steps of a more formal nature to protect
our client.
Darren

Darren Bieganek, LLB, QC
Partner, Insolvency, Restructuring and
Commercial Litigation
Duncan Craig LLP
2800 Scotia Place, 10060 Jasper Ave
Edmonton, Alberta, T5J 3V9

Tel: +1 780.441.4386
Toll-free: 1.800.782.9409
Fax: 780.428.9683
Email: dbiecianek(&,dcllp.com
Web: dcllp.com

COVID-19 Response Statement
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they are addressed.
Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not
the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is
strictly prohibited.
Content in this e-mail may contain viruses that could damage your computer system. We take reasonable precautions to minimize this risk, but we
do not accept liability for any damage which may result from software viruses. You should carry out your own virus checks prior to opening any
content.
Please note that errors can occur in electronically transmitted materials. We do not accept liability for any such errors. If verification is required
please ask for a hard copy.

From: Williams, Nicholas <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
Sent: January-28-21 11:11 AM
To: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dcllp.com>
Subject: RE: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al
EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Darren,
I am in receipt of your January 26, 2021 letter and have discussed same with ATB Financial.
I have attached a CV received from Rene Hajas, outlining his relevant experience, including auctions of heavy equipment.
ATB Financial has worked with Rene on numerous matters over a number of years and is his comfortable with his
expertise and experience.
ATB Financial has considered other auctioneers, including Ritchie Bros., and is of the position that this auctioneer is
adequately equipped to conduct the auction. Further, ATB Financial understands that the related costs and commissions
of using are anticipated to be significantly lower than using Ritchie Bros. Big and expensive is not always the best option.
5

The use of this auctioneer has been discussed with Consolidated Civil Enforcement Inc., the civil enforcement agency
tasked with the seizure and sale of the collateral. At no time has Consolidated Civil Enforcement Inc. expressed to myself
or ATB Financial that the use of this auctioneer might not be commercially reasonable and could be offside section 48(d)
of the Civil Enforcement Act.
ATB Financial's position remains that the use of the current auctioneer is appropriate and commercially reasonable, and
will not be changing paths at this time.
As your office is counsel of record for all Defendants, you will be provided with notice prior to ATB Financial submitting the
Consent Judgment for consideration by the Court.
With regards to ATB Financial's "bottom line", the expectation remains payment in full and written confirmation that all
amounts owing to the Canada Revenue Agency in relation to source deductions and goods and services taxes have been
paid in full. If your clients wish to make a settlement offer for some lesser amount, they are welcome to do so, and that
offer will be considered by ATB Financial.
Regards,

Nicholas C. Williams
Associate
Visit the New Dynamic Hub, available to our clients and communities as part of the commitment that
Dentons, the world's largest law firm, is making across 75+ countries, to address accelerating change
resulting from the pandemic.
D +1 780 423 7325
nicholas.williams@dentons.com
Bio I Website
Dentons Canada LLP
2500 Stantec Tower, 10220 - 103 Avenue NW Edmonton, AB T5J OK4 Canada

Durham Jones & Pinegar > LEAD Advogados > Rattagan Macchiavello Arocena > Jimenez de
Arechaga, Viana & Brause > Lee International > Kensington Swan > Bingham Greenebaum > Cohen &
Grigsby > Sayarh & Menjra > Larrain Rencoret > For more information on the firms that have come
together to form Dentons, go to dentons.com/leciacyfirms
Dentons is a global legal practice providing client services worldwide through its member firms and affiliates. This
email may be confidential and protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, disclosure,
copying, distribution and use are prohibited; please notify us immediately and delete this email from your systems.
To update your commercial electronic message preferences email dentonsinsicihtscaP,dentons.com or visit our
website. Please see dentons.com for Legal Notices.
From: Karla Sookdeo <ksookdeo@dcllp.com>
Sent: January 26, 2021 3:54 PM
To: Williams, Nicholas <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
Cc: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dcllp.com>
Subject: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al
Good Afternoon,
Please see attached correspondence.
Yours truly,
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Karla Sookdeo
Legal Assistant to Darren B eganek, QC &
Russ Rimer
Duncan Craig LLP
2800 Scotia Place, 10060 Jasper Ave
Edmonton, Alberta, T5J 3V9

Tel: +1 780.409.4404
Toll-free: 1.800.782.9409
Fax: 780.428.9683
Email: ksookdeoRdclIp.com
Web: dcllp.com

COVID-19 Response Statement

This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they are addressed.
Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not
the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is
strictly prohibited.
Content in this e-mail may contain viruses that could damage your computer system. We take reasonable precautions to minimize this risk, but we
do not accept liability for any damage which may result from software viruses. You should carry out your own virus checks prior to opening any
content.
Please note that errors can occur in electronically transmitted materials. We do not accept liability for any such errors. If verification is required
please ask for a hard copy.
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DGS Construction Ltd
Sources

Amounts, net of fees

1,829,508
1,326,694
309,000 Based on Feb 1 AR
850,000

TRC Equipment Loan
TRC / Accord Mortgage
EBF
BCAP

Amounts

Uses

Notes

ATB
Payout Other Equip Lenders
GST remittance
Corporate Income Tax
Payroll Remittances
Equipment Appraisal
Closing Costs Lending
Debt Service Account
Working Capital

TOTAL $

TOTAL $

4,315,202

Difference: $

42,835

3,500,000
35,000

Notes
-70,000
11635
6589

320,000 Estimate
8500
111,852
305,515

4,272,367

EXHIBIT "F"

Karla Sookdeo
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karla Sookdeo
Monday, March 01, 2021 10:04 AM
Karla Sookdeo
FW: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al
This is Exhibit" F " referred to in the
Affidavit of
Dale Sawchyn

Karla Sookdeo
Legal Assistant to Darren Bieganek, QC & Russ Rimer
+1 780.409.4404

Sworn before me this
March

From: Williams, Nicholas <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
Sent: February-04-21 4:15 PM
To: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dcllp.com>
Subject: RE: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al

A Notary Public, A Commissioner for Oaths in
and for the Province of Alberta

1.

day of

A.D. 20 21

Ryan F.T. Quinlan
'Barrister & Solicitor

Darren,
We have reviewed with ATB Financial the document from Travelers and the Sources and Uses spreadsheet. The Term
Sheet from Travelers appears to contain further due diligence conditions, and your email does not contain a date by which
funding will take place; funding as soon as the paper is ready is too nebulous for ATB Financial to hold off. ATB Financial
has heard this story too many times and is not agreeable to standing down. Enforcement proceedings will continue.
If there are outstanding payroll obligations, DGS can provide an itemized payroll register to ATB Financial for review.
Regards,

Nicholas C. Williams
Associate
Visit the New Dynamic Hub, available to our clients and communities as part of the commitment that
Dentons, the world's largest law firm, is making across 75+ countries, to address accelerating change
resulting from the pandemic.
D +1 780 423 7325
nicholas.williams©dentons.com
Bio I Website
Dentons Canada LLP
2500 Stantec Tower, 10220 - 103 Avenue NW Edmonton, AB T5J OK4 Canada

Durham Jones & Pinegar > LEAD Advogados > Rattagan Macchiavello Arocena > Jimenez de
Arechaga, Viana & Brause > Lee International > Kensington Swan > Bingham Greenebaum > Cohen &
Grigsby > Sayarh & Menjra > Larrain Rencoret > For more information on the firms that have come
together to form Dentons, go to dentons.com/legacyfirms
Dentons is a global legal practice providing client services worldwide through its member firms and affiliates. This
email may be confidential and protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, disclosure,
copying, distribution and use are prohibited; please notify us immediately and delete this email from your systems.

To update your commercial electronic message preferences email dentonsinsightscaAdentons.com or visit our
website. Please see dentons.com for Legal Notices.
From: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dcllp.com>
Sent: February 4, 2021 3:10 PM
To: Williams, Nicholas <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
Subject: RE: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al
Nick,
Further to out telephone call few moments ago, I understand that you have signified the DGS account with Servus Credit Union
along with each of the account debtors on our clients account's receivable list. The net result of your action is that the company will
not be able to meet its payroll.
ATB is effectively putting the client out of business. I do acknowledge you had indicated an intention to take this step in your email
of January 25, however subsequent to that e-mail we have been proceeding, and negotiating, with ATB in good faith to continue to
find a solution and pay out ATB in full. By your e-mail of yesterday, you appeared to have given us at least the benefit of today to
address the equipment sale and had previously indicated that our client would be allowed to make payroll. At no time did you
advise that you were continuing with the signification regardless of these efforts.
Notwithstanding all of the foregoing, my client worked all night with Travellers to negotiate adjustments to fees and confirm
additional money. I now enclose confirmation of Traveller's terms as of today and an updated Spreadsheet showing sources and
uses of funds. The EBF funding may be at risk if ATB has signified all of the receivables, however our client now has funds sufficient
to pay out ATB in full and satisfy the CRA claim.
Travellers is instructions counsel for document preparation but all of this will be for not if ATB is not prepared to stand down. We
can get it funded as soon as the paper is ready. I need to know as soon as possible if ATB ids going to do that or if they are going to
say no.
Now that you have signified accounts that may put the viability of this proposal in jeopardy but my client continues to work in that
direction.
Please review with your client and get back to me as soon as possible.
Yours truly,
Darren

From: Williams, Nicholas <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
Sent: February-03-21 4:35 PM
To: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dcllp.com>
Subject: RE: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al
Importance: High
Darren,
I have spoken with ATB Financial regarding your client's proposal, and the documentation from Travelers and Accord .
Unfortunately, that proposal is not acceptable to ATB Financial.
ATB Financial will be continuing with its enforcement, and remains of the opinion that the use of North American Auction
LLC is commercially reasonable.
My understanding is that last week Mr. Sawchyn and Mr. Hajas discussed the possibility of North American Auction LLC
and Sawchy Holdings Inc. entering a short term lease so that the equipment could be auctioned on-site, rather than being
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removed. If North American Auction LLC and Sawchy Holdings Inc. are not able to agree to a short term lease before 4:00
p.m. on February 4, 2021, then the equipment will be removed from Sawchy Holdings Inc.'s premises.
Regards,

Nicholas C. Williams
Associate
Visit the New Dynamic Hub, available to our clients and communities as part of the commitment that
Dentons, the world's largest law firm, is making across 75+ countries, to address accelerating change
resulting from the pandemic.
D +1 780 423 7325
nicholas.williams@dentons.com
Bio I Website
Dentons Canada LLP
2500 Stantec Tower, 10220 - 103 Avenue NW Edmonton, AB T5J OK4 Canada

Durham Jones & Pinegar > LEAD Advogados > Rattagan Macchiavello Arocena > Jimenez de
Arechaga, Viana & Brause > Lee International > Kensington Swan > Bingham Greenebaum > Cohen &
Grigsby > Sayarh & Menjra > Larrain Rencoret > For more information on the firms that have come
together to form Dentons, go to dentons.com/leqacyfirms
Dentons is a global legal practice providing client services worldwide through its member firms and affiliates. This
email may be confidential and protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, disclosure,
copying, distribution and use are prohibited; please notify us immediately and delete this email from your systems.
To update your commercial electronic message preferences email dentonsinsightsca dentons.com or visit our
website. Please see dentons.com for Legal Notices.
From: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dclIp.com>
Sent: February 3, 2021 3:55 PM
To: Williams, Nicholas <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
Cc: dale@dgsconstruction.net; cherrie@dgsconstruction.net
Subject: RE: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al
Importance: High
Nick,
I have received confirmation that Accord agrees to allow $200k ahead of them on house in addition to the existing ATB
mortgage.
We just now have to put the security in place.
Can you please get back to me as son as possible.
Darren
From: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dcllp.com>
Sent: February-03-21 3:20 PM
To: Nick Williams <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
Cc: dale@dgsconstruction.net; cherrie@dgsconstruction.net
Subject: RE: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al
3

Further to the below noted e-mail, I enclose the documents requested (Term Sheets from Travellers and Accord — Accord is times 2),
along with the Factoring Agreement. These were received by me today.
The smaller Accord piece forms a part of one of the Travellers loans.
The numbers that are to be advanced are outlined in the sources of funds which was sent to you yesterday.
I have got a couple of plates spinning at the moment but the bottom-line is this:
a) Travellers is approved. The "subject to" is confirming that ATB will take $3,300,000.00 out of the advance and no more to
release interest in assets and claims against the companies;
b) I am waiting on confirmation that Accord is satisfied that if you take the second (or effectively "increase the first" which is
already in favour of ATB by $200,000.00) that Accord is okay with that. The sense from the broker is that getting the deal
done is the imperative here and will likely go but am waiting on that confirmation..
So everything is circular. If we get everything finalized in the next day or two, we should be in a position to fund, according to the
broker, at the earliest late next week, if not the following week but funding is imminent.
While I wish we were in a better position, we are not at this juncture. Our alternative will be to take protective measures to prevent
removal of the equipment tomorrow and I would prefer not to have to pull that trigger if at all possible.
In the circumstances, will ATB afford us a couple more days to bring this to fruition?
Yours truly,
Darren

Darren Bieganek
Partner, Insolvency, Restructuring and Commercial Litigation
+1 780.441.4386
From: Williams, Nicholas <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
Sent: February-02-21 6:35 PM
To: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dcllp.com>
Subject: RE: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al
Hi Darren,
I have passed this along to my client. Can you please also provide the executed Term Sheets from Travelers and BCAP,
along with the lenders confirmation that all conditions have been satisfied? Please also advise as to when the lenders
would fund.

Nicholas C. Williams
Associate
Visit the New Dynamic Hub, available to our clients and communities as part of the commitment that
Dentons, the world's largest law firm, is making across 75+ countries, to address accelerating change
resulting from the pandemic.
D +1 780 423 7325
nicholas.williams@dentons.com
Bio I Website
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Dentons Canada LLP
2500 Stantec Tower, 10220 - 103 Avenue NW Edmonton, AB T5J OK4 Canada

Durham Jones & Pinegar > LEAD Advogados > Rattagan Macchiavello Arocena > Jimenez de
Arechaga, Viana & Brause > Lee International > Kensington Swan > Bingham Greenebaum > Cohen &
Grigsby > Sayarh & Menjra > Larrain Rencoret > For more information on the firms that have come
together to form Dentons, go to dentons.com/leqacyfirms
Dentons is a global legal practice providing client services worldwide through its member firms and affiliates. This
email may be confidential and protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, disclosure,
copying, distribution and use are prohibited; please notify us immediately and delete this email from your systems.
To update your commercial electronic message preferences email dentonsinsightsca dentons.com or visit our
website. Please see dentons.com for Legal Notices.

From: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dcllp.com>
Sent: February 2, 2021 6:20 PM
To: Williams, Nicholas <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
Cc: dale@dgsconstruction.net; cherrie@dgsconstruction.net
Subject: RE: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al
Nick,
Thank you for speaking with me this afternoon. Following up on that call, I understand from discussions with my client
that:
1. The Civil Enforcement Agency has also expressed concerns to ATB Financial about the use of this auctioneer; and
2. The auctioneer proposes to haul all of the equipment to Calgary at what we understand to be a considerable
expense (probably at least $140,000).
The auctioneer's personal CV does not leave either myself or my client with any comfort at all. ATB's use of this firm to
sell restaurant equipment is not the same as using the firm to sell this equipment when they do not have facilities to do
it and there are clearly more qualified firms in Edmonton. You have also not provided any confirmation that the propose
auctioneer has appropriate bonding or sufficient backing to guarantee payment of auction funds if the sale proceeds.
Your client's obligation to mine is actually under s. 66 (1) of the PPSA (not the CEA) and that obligation is to act in both
good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner. Considering that ATB Financial asked our client to get appraisals
from Ritchie Bros., which it did, and get sales guarantees from them several months ago, which it also did, the use of
some other company otherwise unknown to be doing heavy equipment sales seems to me to not meet the standard.
All of this said, my client has continued to work on its funding arrangements. Travellers has come through. The amount
they are willing to fund, in conjunction with EBF, has brought the total to just under $4.2 MM. I enclose a sources and
uses of funds spreadsheet. On the sources side, please ignore the "Dale new mortgage" piece and deduct $75,000 from
the payment to ATB on the uses side. This uses includes holdbacks by funders for interest reserve and costs. With
payment to CRA, the client would be able to pay to ATB approximately $3.3 MM. That would leave a shortfall of
$200,000. Mr. Sawchyn is prepared to provide a collateral mortgage to ATB on his home — payment terms would need
to be discussed.
With the movement of the equipment to Calgary and auction commissions and costs, that bill from the auctioneer is
going to be easily north of $400,000 with no guarantee of obtaining maximum value. My client's proposal is only a risk in
that ATB is being asked to wait out payment on the final $200,000 but at least my client will have an operating business
he can use to service that obligation and the employment of his staff will be maintained.
This e-mail is sent with prejudice. I will need a response from you as soon as possible tomorrow regarding this proposal
which, it seems to me, at least provides your client with the best option for maximizing its recovery.
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If I do not hear back by early afternoon tomorrow we will need to consider next steps of a more formal nature to protect
our client.
Darren

Darren Bieganek, LLB, QC
Partner, Insolvency, Restructuring and
Commercial Litigation
Duncan Craig LLP
2800 Scotia Place, 10060 Jasper Ave
Edmonton, Alberta, T5J 3V9

Tel: +1 780.441.4386
Toll-free: 1.800.782.9409
Fax: 780.428.9683
Email: dbieidanek dclIp.com
Web: dcllp.com

COVID-19 Response Statement

This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they are addressed.
Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not
the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is

strictly prohibited.
Content in this e-mail may contain viruses that could damage your computer system. We take reasonable precautions to minimize this risk, but we
do not accept liability for any damage which may result from software viruses. You should carry out your own virus checks prior to opening any
content.

Please note that errors can occur in electronically transmitted materials. We do not accept liability for any such errors. If verification is required
please ask for a hard copy.

From: Williams, Nicholas <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
Sent: January-28-21 11:11 AM
To: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dcllp.com>
Subject: RE: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al
EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the

sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Darren,
I am in receipt of your January 26, 2021 letter and have discussed same with ATB Financial.
I have attached a CV received from Rene Hajas, outlining his relevant experience, including auctions of heavy equipment.
ATB Financial has worked with Rene on numerous matters over a number of years and is his comfortable with his
expertise and experience.
ATB Financial has considered other auctioneers, including Ritchie Bros., and is of the position that this auctioneer is
adequately equipped to conduct the auction. Further, ATB Financial understands that the related costs and commissions
of using are anticipated to be significantly lower than using Ritchie Bros. Big and expensive is not always the best option.
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The use of this auctioneer has been discussed with Consolidated Civil Enforcement Inc., the civil enforcement agency
tasked with the seizure and sale of the collateral. At no time has Consolidated Civil Enforcement Inc. expressed to myself
or ATB Financial that the use of this auctioneer might not be commercially reasonable and could be offside section 48(d)
of the Civil Enforcement Act.
ATB Financial's position remains that the use of the current auctioneer is appropriate and commercially reasonable, and
will not be changing paths at this time.
As your office is counsel of record for all Defendants, you will be provided with notice prior to ATB Financial submitting the
Consent Judgment for consideration by the Court.
With regards to ATB Financial's "bottom line", the expectation remains payment in full and written confirmation that all
amounts owing to the Canada Revenue Agency in relation to source deductions and goods and services taxes have been
paid in full. If your clients wish to make a settlement offer for some lesser amount, they are welcome to do so, and that
offer will be considered by ATB Financial.
Regards,

Nicholas C. Williams
Associate
Visit the New Dynamic Hub, available to our clients and communities as part of the commitment that
Dentons, the world's largest law firm, is making across 75+ countries, to address accelerating change
resulting from the pandemic.
D +1 780 423 7325
nicholas.williams@dentons.com
Bio I Website
Dentons Canada LLP
2500 Stantec Tower, 10220 - 103 Avenue NW Edmonton, AB T5J OK4 Canada

Durham Jones & Pinegar > LEAD Advogados > Rattagan Macchiavello Arocena > Jimenez de
Arechaga, Viana & Brause > Lee International > Kensington Swan > Bingham Greenebaum > Cohen &
Grigsby > Sayarh & Menjra > Larrain Rencoret > For more information on the firms that have come
together to form Dentons, go to dentons.com/leciacyfirms
Dentons is a global legal practice providing client services worldwide through its member firms and affiliates. This
email may be confidential and protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, disclosure,
copying, distribution and use are prohibited; please notify us immediately and delete this email from your systems.
To update your commercial electronic message preferences email dentonsinsightsca dentons.com or visit our
website. Please see dentons.com for Legal Notices.
From: Karla Sookdeo <ksookdeo@dclIp.com>
Sent: January 26, 2021 3:54 PM
To: Williams, Nicholas <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
Cc: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dclIp.com>
Subject: ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. et al
Good Afternoon,
Please see attached correspondence.
Yours truly,
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Karla Sookdeo
Legal Assistant to Darren Bieganek, QC &
Russ Rimer
Duncan Craig LLP
2800 Scotia Place, 10060 Jasper Ave
Edmonton, Alberta, T5J 3V9

Tel: +1 780.409.4404
Toll-free: 1.800.782.9409
Fax: 780.428.9683
Email: ksookdeo dcllp.com
Web: dcllp.com

COVID-19 Response Statement

This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they are addressed.
Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not
the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is
strictly prohibited.
Content in this e-mail may contain viruses that could damage your computer system. We take reasonable precautions to minimize this risk, but we
do not accept liability for any damage which may result from software viruses. You should carry out your own virus checks prior to opening any
content.
Please note that errors can occur in electronically transmitted materials. We do not accept liability for any such errors. If verification is required
please ask for a hard copy.
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EXHIBIT "G"

DUNCANCRAIG.
LAWYERS MEDIATORS
CELEBRATING

Our File:

204-203711

Your File:

405525-1785/NCW

125

YEARS

Lawyer:
Telephone:
Email:
Fax:

Darren R. Bieganek, QC
780.441.4386
dbieganek@dcllp.com
780.428.9683

January 26, 2021

This is Exhibit" G " referred to in the
Affidavit of
Dale Sawchyn

Dentons Canada LLP
2500, 10220 - 103 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB T5J OK4

Sworn before me this

Attention:

Nicholas C. Williams

Dear Sir:
Re:

March

)-

Via E-Mail

day of

A.D 20 21

A Notary Public, A Commissioner for Oaths in
and for the Province of Alberta

Ryan F.T. Quinlan
Barrister & Solicitor

ATB Financial v. DGS Construction Ltd. ("DGS"), Sawchy Holdings Inc. and Dale
Sawchyn

I am writing as a follow up to our telephone conversations earlier today and in respect of the bailiff's
attendance at the DGS site this morning.
First, I understand that the keys have been left with DGS given that the insurance policy for the company
requires that the keys be in the machinery at the property so that the equipment can be removed quickly
and readily in the event of fire. ATB confirmed the instructions to the bailiff, Elly Duff, this morning.
Second, I understand that a gentleman named Rene Hajas with a company called North American
Auction LLC ("North American") was brought to site by the bailiff for the purpose of evaluating the
equipment in an effort to conduct the sale. As I mentioned to you on our telephone discussion this
morning, I was rather surprised that an unknown auction company has been brought forward to effect
a sale of the heavy equipment, assuming it gets to that stage. Ritchie Brothers is well familiar with the
DGS equipment and has appraised it. They have been doing heavy equipment auctions for over 50
years and are recognized worldwide for their heavy equipment sales attracting global attention. Much
work has gone into Ritchie Brothers evaluating that equipment.
Worse than that, I have conducted some investigations in relation to North American. First, there is no
company registered as "North American Auction LLC" in Alberta nor is the trade name registered in
Alberta. I was able to confirm that a numbered company using that name is registered as an auction
house in Calgary since 2018. I have found their website. Navigating away from the home page gives
rise to security warning pop ups. What the website details is that they largely deal in Amazon and Costco

viwol_dollp.com
Tel: 700.428.13036 • Toll Free: 1.8011782.9409 • Fax: 780.428.9683
2800 Scotia Place, 10060 Jasper Ave. Edmonton, Alberta T5J 3V9
4159-5385-4251 v1

Duncan Craig LLP

January 26, 2021
Page 2
goods returns, damaged freight and used restaurant equipment. There does not appear to be a single
heavy equipment auction on their rather short resume.
I am placing you on notice now that if this gets to full enforcement, our client objects strenuously to the
use of North American for the purpose of effecting any auction sale. Has ATB received a Guarantee?
Is ATB satisfied that this company is bonded and has sufficient financial wherewithal to pay it for this
equipment in the event it effects that sale? Is there enough security and bank backing for North
American to ensure that sale proceeds will be paid? You are holding a Consent Judgment from Mr.
Sawchyn in relation to this matter. I am placing you on notice now that I object to your use of that
Consent Judgment in any fashion if ATB continues on this course and in particular wants to utilize this
otherwise unknown, inexperienced and evidently ill-equipped auction house to effect any sales. I will
not hesitate to apply to a Justice of the Commercial List to put a stop to it if it comes to that.
Finally, we anticipate receiving word within the next 48 hours on additional funding in an effort to bridge
the gap in relation to the amount that is needed to cover both ATB Financial's outstanding debt and the
outstanding CRA amounts. We understand that the auctioneer is, in the interim, putting together a cost
estimate to deal with a potential movement of the equipment and we look forward to receiving that, at
a minimum, to further evaluate what appears to be a clearly improvident election of ATB Financial to
proceed with the use of this auction house.
On that point, we hope that we can hear back from you as soon as possible regarding ATB's position
in relation to the continued use of this auctioneer.
All of this said, we continue to work toward resolving this matter. It would be beneficial if ATB Financial
could advise of its bottom line in relation to this matter given the circumstances.
I look forward to hearing from you and until then remain,
Yours truly,
DUNCAN CRAIG LLP
Per:

DARREN R. BIEGANEK, QC
DRB/kjs
cc:

Clients

4159-5385-4251.v1

EXHIBIT "H"

Karla Sookdeo
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Darren Bieganek
Saturday, February 27, 2021 4:55 PM
Karla Sookdeo
FW: DGS payroll
NCW $21,368.83 Feb 22 2021.pdf

Sensitivity:

Private

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

This is Exhibit " H " referred to in the
Affidavit of
Dale Sawchyn
day of

Sworn before me this
For DGS

March

A.D. 20

21

A Notary Public, A Commissioner for Oaths in
and for the Province of Alberta

Darren Bieganek
Partner, Insolvency, Restructuring and Commercial Litigation
+1 780.441.4386

RyRYstiF.T. Citlintan
',Barrister & Soltoitor

From: Williams, Nicholas <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
Sent: February-22-21 2:44 PM
To: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dcllp.com>
Cc: Kristin Gray <kgray@bowragroup.com>
Subject: RE: DGS payroll
Sensitivity: Private
EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Darren,
Further to my previous email, I now have confirmation that the funds have been deposited in the Sawchy Holdings Inc.
account (attached).

Nicholas C. Williams
Associate
Visit the New Dynamic Hub, available to our clients and communities as part of the commitment that
Dentons, the world's largest law firm, is making across 75+ countries, to address accelerating change
resulting from the pandemic.
D +1 780 423 7325
nicholas.williams@dentons.com
Bio I Website
Dentons Canada LLP
2500 Stantec Tower, 10220 - 103 Avenue NW Edmonton, AB T5J OK4 Canada
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Eric Silwamba, Jalasi and Linyama > Durham Jones & Pinegar > LEAD Advogados > Rattagan
Macchiavello Arocena > Jimenez de Arechaga, Viana & Brause > Lee International > Kensington Swan
> Bingham Greenebaum > Cohen & Grigsby > Sayarh & Menjra > Lai-rain Rencoret > For more
information on the firms that have come together to form Dentons, go to dentons.com/legacyfirms
Dentons is a global legal practice providing client services worldwide through its member firms and affiliates. This
email may be confidential and protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, disclosure,
copying, distribution and use are prohibited; please notify us immediately and delete this email from your systems.
To update your commercial electronic message preferences email dentonsinsightsca©dentons.com or visit our
website. Please see dentons.com for Legal Notices.

From: Williams, Nicholas
Sent: February 19, 2021 4:29 PM
To: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dcllp.com>
Cc: Kristin Gray <kgray@bowragroup.com>
Subject: RE: DGS payroll
Sensitivity: Private
Hi Darren,
I've ironed this out with ATB's accounting department and Denton's accounting department. The funds should be in
Sawchy's account on Monday afternoon.
I have copied Kristin Gray as she had also inquired as to the status of the payroll payment.

Nicholas C. Williams
Associate
Visit the New Dynamic Hub, available to our clients and communities as part of the commitment that
Dentons, the world's largest law firm, is making across 75+ countries, to address accelerating change
resulting from the pandemic.
D +1 780 423 7325
nicholas.williams@dentons.com
Bio I Website
Dentons Canada LLP
2500 Stantec Tower, 10220 - 103 Avenue NW Edmonton, AB T5J OK4 Canada

Eric Silwamba, Jalasi and Linyama > Durham Jones & Pinegar > LEAD Advogados > Rattagan
Macchiavello Arocena > Jimenez de Arechaga, Viana & Brause > Lee International > Kensington Swan
> Bingham Greenebaum > Cohen & Grigsby > Sayarh & Menjra > Lai-rain Rencoret > For more
information on the firms that have come together to form Dentons, go to dentons.com/legacyfirms
Dentons is a global legal practice providing client services worldwide through its member firms and affiliates. This
email may be confidential and protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, disclosure,
copying, distribution and use are prohibited; please notify us immediately and delete this email from your systems.
To update your commercial electronic message preferences email dentonsinsightsca dentons.com or visit our
website. Please see dentons.com for Legal Notices.

From: Williams, Nicholas
Sent: February 19, 2021 8:41 AM
To: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dcllp.com>
Subject: RE: DGS payroll
Sensitivity: Private
2

Hi Darren,
I have asked ATB to look in to the status of the payroll funds, and they are treating the matter as urgent. I will provide a
further update once I have one from them.

Nicholas C. Williams
Associate
Visit the New Dynamic Hub, available to our clients and communities as part of the commitment that
Dentons, the world's largest law firm, is making across 75+ countries, to address accelerating change
resulting from the pandemic.
D +1 780 423 7325
nicholas.williams@dentons.com
Bio I Website
Dentons Canada LLP
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copying, distribution and use are prohibited; please notify us immediately and delete this email from your systems.
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From: Darren Bieganek <dbieganek@dcllp.com>
Sent: February 18, 2021 2:32 PM
To: Williams, Nicholas <nicholas.williams@dentons.com>
Subject: DGS payroll
Sensitivity: Private
Nick,
Payroll proceeds have not been received yet.
Please advise.
Darren

Darren Bieganek, LLB, QC
Partner, Insolvency, Restructuring and
Commercial Litigation
Duncan Craig LLP
2800 Scotia Place, 10060 Jasper Ave
Edmonton, Alberta, T5J 3V9

Tel: +1 780.441.4386
Toll-free: 1.800.782.9409
Fax: 780,428.9683
Email: dbiecianek dclIp.com
Web: dcllp.com
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do not accept liability for any damage which may result from software viruses. You should carry out your own virus checks prior to opening any
content.
Please note that errors can occur in electronically transmitted materials. We do not accept liability for any such errors. If verification is required
please ask for a hard copy.
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CAT
Financial

Lease Agreement
Contract Number 104-50005679

This Lease Agreement (together with each addendum, schedule, Application Survey and rider attached to, or made a part of, this lease and
any amendments made from time to time being collectively referred to as "this Lease") is entered into by Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited ("we", "us" or "our") and the Lessee named below ("you" or "your").
1. PARTIES
LESSEE:
DGS CONSTRUCTION LTD.
8825 126 AVENUE NW
EDMONTON, AB T5B 1G8

LESSOR:
CATERPILLAR FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
3457 Superior Court, Unit 2
Oakville, ON L6L 0C4
GST Registration #: 100843952
PST Registration #: 100843952
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE UNITS

MONTHLY LEASE
PAYMENT*

MAX TOTAL HOURS/
USAGE

DELIVERY/RENTAL
CONVERSION DATE

one is used for this
Lease)

from a rental if you were
previously renting)

(The total amount due PURCHASE OPTION (Maximum total usage (Enter date Unit was
SERIALIVIN
(Whether the Unit is new or used, the (Unique ID number fo each month if your
PRICE
of Unit - see
delivered to you or the
payments are made
model number, the year, the
(see Section 15)
Application Survey, if date Unit was converted
this Unit)
DESCRIPTION OF UNITS

on their due date or
see attached Payment
Schedule)

manufacturer, and the model name)

CAT00950AM5T03372

$3,085.53

(1) NEW 2019 CATERPILLAR 950GC MEDIUM WHEEL LOADER

$157,300.00

2500

" roferred to in the
'
Affidavit of

7,19;

Sasich9n
Swan boforto me this

. day

20.a....

of __Mac
,A

*BASE MONTHLY PAYMENT:
GST:
PST:
MONTHLY LEASE PAYMENT:

3,085.53
154.28
0.00
3,239.81

Notary Pub!ic, A Commissionor for Oaths
tha Provinco 01.,1,Thor70

COMMENCEMENT DATE:
LOCATION OF UNITS:

December 09, 2019
8825 126 AVENUE NW
EDMONTON, AB T5B 1G8

For a description of any other units that have been leased pursuant to this Lease, see the "Equipment Description Schedule" in the attached
SCHEDULE A. For any other units that represent "Additional Collateral", see the "Additional Collateral" section of the attached SCHEDULE
A ("Additional Collateral"). Each item of Additional Collateral identified in any attached SCHEDULE A is considered a Unit under the terms
of this Lease.
In reliance on your selection of the units described above (together with all attachments, accessories and optional features, whether or not
installed with any of those units, and all manufacturer manuals and instructions, being referred to in this Lease as a "Unit" or the "Units"), we
have agreed to acquire and lease the Units (excluding any Additional Collateral) to you, subject to the terms of this Lease. Until this Lease
has been signed by our duly authorized representative, it will constitute an offer by you to enter into this Lease with us on the
terms stated herein.
You acknowledge that the Units (excluding any Additional Collateral) were delivered to you in good working condition and that you accepted
them on the date indicated. If any of the Units (excluding any Additional Collateral) will be delivered to you after you sign this Lease, you
agree to sign and deliver to us a separate delivery certificate.
Each addendum, schedule, application survey for a Unit (each, an "Application Survey") and rider that is referred to in this Lease and is
attached to this Lease or is deemed to be attached to this Lease is incorporated into this Lease by reference and is deemed to be a part of
this Lease.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
3. Lease Term The "Lease Term" for each Unit will start on the
Commencement Date, as identified in the first page of this Lease and will
continue for 60 months, unless we terminate this Lease in accordance
with its terms. However, we have no obligation to enter into this Lease or
pay the supplier of the Units (the "Supplier") for the Unit(s) until you have
delivered to us all documents that we may reasonably request.

4. Lease Payment You will pay us the monthly Lease Payments
beginning December 09, 2019 and on the same date of each month
thereafter (or the last day of the month, if there is no such date). The
monthly Lease Payments will be due without demand. You will also pay
us all other amounts payable by you under this Lease and under any
other document delivered by you in connection with this Lease, including
each applicable Application Survey (collectively, the "Lease Documents")
when due (all such other payments, together with the monthly Lease
Payments, being referred to in this Lease as the "Lease Payments").
You will pay all Lease Payments not otherwise payable by preauthorized debit to us at Caterpillar Financial Services Limited, 3457
Superior Court, Unit 2, Oakville, ON L6L 0C4 or such other location that
we designate in writing. You agree this Lease is a non-cancellable net
lease. You also agree that your duties and liabilities under this Lease
and the other Lease Documents are absolute and unconditional. Your
payment and performance obligations are not subject to cancellation,
reduction, or setoff for any reason. You agree to settle all claims,
defenses, setoffs, counterclaims and other disputes you may have with
the Supplier, the manufacturer of each Unit, or any other third party
directly with the Supplier, the manufacturer or the third party, as the case
may be. You will not assert, allege or make any such claim, defense,
setoff, counterclaim or other dispute against us or with respect to the
payments due us under this Lease.

5. Late Charges If we do not receive a Lease Payment by the 14th day
after the date the Lease Payment is due, you will be charged a late
payment charge on the late Lease Payment equal to the lesser of (i) one
and one half (1.5%) percent and (ii) the highest legal contract rate of
interest.

6. Disclaimer of Warranties You have selected each Unit based
upon your own judgment. You understand that we are not the
manufacturer or a dealer or the Supplier of any of the Units. We make
no representations, warranties or conditions whatsoever, express
or implied, with respect to this Lease or to any Unit. Without
limiting the generality of the foregoing, each Unit is leased "as is,
where is". We make no representations, warranties or conditions
as to the quality of materials or workmanship or that the materials
or workmanship comply with the terms of any purchase order or
agreement. We expressly disclaim, and you waive all other
representations, warranties, conditions and claims, express or
implied, arising by law or otherwise, with respect to any Unit or this
Lease, including, without limitation, any representation, warranty or
condition relating to: (a) the merchantability of any Unit; (b) any
Unit's fitness for a particular purpose; (c) the course of
performance, course of dealing or usage of trade; (d) any
obligation, liability, right, claim or remedy in tort; (e) any obligation,
liability, right, claim, or remedy for loss of or damage to any Unit,
for loss of use, revenue, or profit with respect to any Unit, for any
liability to any third party, or for any other indirect, incidental, or
consequential damages, including strict or absolute liability in tort;
and (f) any Unit's freedom from any lien, claim, security interest,
hypothec or other encumbrance and its compliance with applicable
laws, including patent laws. Nothing in this Lease takes away any
rights you may have against any other parties (such as the Supplier or
the manufacturer of any Unit regarding the operation of any Unit). You
agree to pursue only these third parties for any and all such claims. You
are entitled to all the promises and warranties made by the Supplier to us
with respect to the Units, and you may contact the Supplier in order to
receive a description of those promises and warranties.

7. Possession, Use and Maintenance (a) At your own expense,
you will use and keep the Units in good operating order and condition
and at least in accordance with Supplier's and manufacturer's
recommendations and all maintenance and operating manuals and
service agreements, and in accordance with all applicable laws, including
any rules or limits on idling, fleet average or site based exhaust
emissions, operational limitations, or any other use related regulations,
for which you have sole responsibility for compliance. (b) You will not
CA English Financial Lease Agreement ROC

abandon any Unit. (c) You will not sublease any Unit or permit the use of
any Unit by anyone other than you. (d) You will not change the use of
any Unit from that set out in an applicable Application Survey, without our
prior written consent. (e) You will not change the Location of any Unit
from that set out above, without our prior written consent. (f) You will not
sell, assign, transfer, create or allow to exist a lien, claim, security
interest, hypothec or encumbrance on any of your rights under this Lease
or with respect to any Unit. Each Unit is and will remain personal
property regardless of its use or manner of attachment to realty. We have
the right to inspect any Unit and its maintenance records. We also have
the right to observe the use of each Unit and determine its hours of
usage. You will not alter any Unit or affix any accessory or equipment to
any Unit if doing so will impair its originally intended function or use or
reduce its value. If added to any Unit, the following will immediately
become our property: (i) replacement parts; (ii) parts essential to the
operation of the Unit; and (iii) parts that cannot be detached from the Unit
without interfering with the operation of the Unit or adversely affecting the
value or utility the Unit would have had without the addition. All such
parts will be deemed incorporated in the Unit and will be subject to the
terms of this Lease as if originally leased under this Lease. All parts,
accessories and equipment affixed to a Unit will become our property. All
of your right, title and interest in such parts, accessories and equipment
shall transfer automatically to us immediately upon such affixation
without the need for any documents of transfer.

8. Taxes You will pay when due, or promptly reimburse us for
payment of, all taxes imposed on any Unit or Lease Payments. You
will also pay or reimburse us for all (i) license and registration fees, (ii)
charges that are imposed in connection with the ownership, possession,
use, purchase (including by you pursuant to this Lease) or lease of any
Unit from the time we purchase the Unit until it is returned to us or
purchased by you and (iii) fines, penalties, interest or additions to any
tax, fee or charge. You will remain responsible for the payment, or
reimbursement of, any such taxes, fees and charges, regardless of when
we receive notice of them. You will prepare and file, in a manner
satisfactory to us, all reports or returns required with respect to a Unit.
You will reimburse us in full for any amounts that we pay or advance
without regard to early payment discounts. We may estimate the amount
of, and bill you periodically in advance for, any charge. You will be
responsible, however, for any difference between the estimated amount
and the actual amount. If any Lease Payment under this Lease is
deemed to include goods and services tax or harmonized sales tax or
any similar value-added or multi-staged tax, the amount of such payment
shall be increased accordingly. You will not deduct or withhold any taxes
from a Lease Payment unless required by applicable law. If taxes are
required to be deducted or withheld, the amount of the Lease Payment
will be increased so that after the tax deduction or withholding (including
any tax deduction or withholding required from the increased amount) we
receive the amount that we would have received in the absence of any
tax deduction or withholding, and you will also provide us with evidence
of remittance of the taxes to the relevant tax authority. We may change
the Monthly Lease Payment to reflect any increase or decrease in any
taxes from time to time. You acknowledge that you have satisfied
yourself as to the tax and accounting treatment of the Lease Documents
for your purposes and have not relied on us as to those matters.

9. Loss or Damage (a) You bear the risk of loss or damage to a Unit
from the time we purchase the Unit (or from the beginning of the Lease
Term, if earlier) until the Unit is returned to us or purchased by you in
accordance with this Lease. Should any loss or damage occur, you will
not be released from your obligations under this Lease or any other
Lease Document. A "Casualty Occurrence" will occur if any Unit is worn
out, lost, stolen, destroyed, taken by government action or, in our
opinion, irreparably damaged. (b) You will provide prompt written notice
to us of any Casualty Occurrence or any other material damage to a
Unit. You will also promptly submit to us: (i) all damage or loss reports
provided to a governmental authority, an insurer or the Supplier; and (ii)
all documents regarding the repair of such damage, including copies of
work orders and all invoices for related charges. (c) Without limiting any
other term in this Lease, you will promptly repair all damage that does
not constitute a Casualty Occurrence, so as to restore the Unit to the
condition required by this Lease. (d) In the event of a Casualty
Occurrence, you will pay to us, on the first monthly Lease Payment due
date following the Casualty Occurrence (or 30 days after the Casualty
Occurrence if there is no monthly Lease Payment due date remaining)
an amount (the "Liquidated Damages") equal to the sum of: (i) the
present value of all future Lease Payments payable under this Lease for
4009665 0202/2019 09:36:41 AM
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such Unit to the end of the Lease Term for such Unit; (ii) the present
value of the Purchase Option Price payable under this Lease for such
Unit, as stated on the front of this Lease, plus applicable taxes,
assuming that you had elected to purchase such Unit; and (iii) all other
amounts then due under this Lease with respect to the Unit suffering the
Casualty Occurrence (including any late charges and fees). Present
values will be determined by us by discounting such amounts at the
implicit interest rate which we have applied, in our sole discretion, to this
Lease and our determination of such present values shall be conclusive,
absent manifest error. Upon our receipt of the Liquidated Damages for
the applicable Unit, the Lease Term with respect to such Unit shall
terminate.

10.

Release and Indemnity (a) You release and agree to
indemnify, defend, and keep harmless, us, our successors and
assigns, and our and their directors, officers, agents and employees
(each, an "Indemnitee"), from and against any and all claims, actions,
damages, losses, penalties, fines, liabilities, charges, costs and
expenses of whatever kind or nature, which arise in any way from or
are related in any way to any Lease Document or any Unit including
the use and contents of such Unit and any defects in respect of such
Unit ("Claims") (other than those directly resulting from the actual
gross negligence or willful misconduct of the Indemnitee). To meet
this obligation, you will pay, on a net after-tax basis, or otherwise
discharge such Claims for which we are or may be responsible when
and as they become due. (b) You are entitled to control the defense of
or to settle a Claim, so long as: (i) no Event of Default has occurred
and is then continuing; (ii) you are financially capable of satisfying
your obligations under this Section; and (iii) we approve your
proposed defense counsel. If any Claim is made against you or an
Indemnitee, the party receiving notice of the Claim will promptly notify
the other, If the party receiving notice of the Claim fails to notify the
other, however, your obligations are still in effect. You agree to be
responsible for all costs and expenses, including reasonable legal
fees and disbursements on a solicitor-client basis, incurred by any
Indemnitee in defending or investigating any Claim or in enforcing this
Section. Under no circumstances are we liable for any loss of actual
or anticipated business or profits or any special, indirect, or
consequential damages.

11. Insurance You, at your expense, must keep each Unit insured with
a commercial insurance policy for our benefit. This insurance must
include physical damage insurance that will protect each Unit against
all risks for at least the aggregate amount you would be required to
pay in the event of a Casualty Occurrence. You will also maintain
commercial general liability insurance (including product and broad
form contractual liability) covering each Unit for at least $1,000,000
combined coverage for bodily injury and property damage per
occurrence. All insurance shall be primary, without the right of
contribution from any insurance carried by us. All insurance must be
in a form and with companies approved by us. The physical damage
insurance shall specify you as named insured and us as loss payee,
and the general liability policy shall specify you as named insured and
us as additional insured. All insurance must have a deductible amount
acceptable to us. You must promptly notify us of any occurrence that
may become the basis of a claim. You will also provide us with all
requested information. Upon demand, you must promptly deliver to us
evidence of such insurance coverage.

12. Events of Default Each of the following is an event of default (each,
an "Event of Default"): (a) you fail to make a payment when due; (b) a
representation or warranty made to us in connection with any Lease
Document is incorrect or misleading; (c) you fail to observe or perform
any other covenant or agreement, and the failure continues for 10 days
after written notice to you; (d) a default occurs under any other
agreement between you or a guarantor of this Lease (each, a
"Guarantor") and us or an affiliate of ours; (e) you, or a Guarantor, cease
to do business, die, become insolvent, make an assignment for the
benefit of creditors or file a petition or action under a bankruptcy,
reorganization, insolvency or moratorium law, or a law for the relief of, or
relating to, debtors; (f) any filing of an involuntary petition under a
bankruptcy statute against you or a Guarantor, or appointment of a
receiver, trustee, custodian or similar official to take possession of your
properties or those of a Guarantor, unless the petition or appointment
ceases to be in effect within 30 days after filing or appointment; (g) there
is a material adverse change in your or a Guarantor's financial condition,
business operations or prospects; (h) there is a termination, breach, or
repudiation of a Guarantor's guarantee; and (i) any Unit becomes
uninsured or subject to any sale, sublease, lien, claim, mortgage,
security interest, hypothec or encumbrance (other than in our favour).
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13. Remedies If an Event of Default occurs, we will have the rights and
remedies provided by this Lease and as provided to a secured party
under the Personal Property Security Act (Ontario) and any other
applicable law. Among these rights and remedies are to: (a) bring a
court action to recover damages; (b) declare this Lease in default, and
cancel this Lease or otherwise terminate your right to use any Unit and
your other rights, but not your obligations and, by written notice to you,
require you to pay us on the date set out in the notice, as a genuine preestimate of liquidated damages and not as penalty (and in addition to all
other amounts owing under any of the Lease Documents including any
amounts owing under this Section, an amount equal to the Liquidated
Damages for all of the Units at such time; (c) recover any additional
damages and expenses suffered by us due to the Event of Default; (d)
enforce our security interests; (e) require you to assemble and return
each Unit pursuant to Section 14; (f) enter premises where a Unit may be
located and take immediate possession of, disable or remove such Unit
(and any unattached parts) without notice, liability or legal process (and
upon such repossession or disabling pursuant to this Section 13(f) or any
return of such Unit under Section 13(e), your right to possess and use
such Unit will terminate, but this Lease will remain in effect unless we
expressly notify you of the cancellation of this Lease under Section
13(b)); (g) in the name of and as your irrevocably appointed agent and
attorney and without terminating or being deemed to have terminated this
Lease, sublease all or any of the Units to anyone else on such terms and
conditions, for such rental and for such period of time as we see fit and
receive such rental and hold the same and apply the same against any
amounts payable by you under any of the Lease Documents; (h) store
(including at your premises without liability) or sell, lease or otherwise
dispose of the Units or any of them, at public or private sale, lease or
other disposition, for cash or credit, and on such terms as we may
determine; and (i) if we financed your obligations under a warranty
agreement such as an Equipment Protection Plan, Extended Service
Contract, Extended Warranty, Customer Service Agreement, Total
Maintenance and Repair Agreement or similar agreement, cancel the
agreement on your behalf and upon such cancellation, we may also
receive the refund of any fees that we financed but had not received from
you as of the date of the Event of Default. You agree to pay all charges,
costs, expenses and reasonable legal fees and disbursements (on a
solicitor-client basis) incurred by us in enforcing this Lease. The
proceeds of any sale, lease or disposition of a Unit will be applied, first,
to reimburse us for all expenses of collection and enforcement of this
Lease, including our legal fees and expenses and second, to obligations
owed to us under this Lease as we may determine. Any remaining
proceeds will then be applied to any other indebtedness or obligations
owed by you to us or any of our affiliates. You will promptly pay any
deficiency to us. Except as prohibited by applicable law, we are entitled
to retain any remaining proceeds after the exercise of our remedies. To
the extent you are entitled to a refund from us, you agree we will have
the right to offset any obligation that you have with us or our affiliates
with such refund. The remedies provided to us are cumulative and in
addition to all other remedies at law or in equity. If you fail to perform
any of your obligations under this Lease, we may (but need not) perform
the obligations, without waiving or curing any breach of this Lease. If we
perform such obligations for you, you must then pay, on demand, the
resulting expenses incurred by us.

14. Return of Unit On expiration of the Lease Term or if you do not elect
to purchase the Unit(s) pursuant to this Lease, or if we demand
possession of a Unit pursuant to the terms of this Lease, you will, at your
expense, promptly deliver the Unit to us properly protected and in the
condition required by Section 7 and any applicable Application Survey.
You will deliver the Unit, at our option, (a) to the nearest Caterpillar
dealer selling equipment of the same type as the Unit or (b) on board a
carrier named by us and shipping the Unit, freight collect, to a destination
designated by us. If a Unit is not in the condition required by Section 7
and any applicable Application Survey, you must pay us, on demand, all
costs and expenses incurred by us to bring such Unit into the required
condition as we determine, acting reasonably, and you shall pay us a
daily rental charge equal to 1/30th of the Monthly Lease Payment, plus
any other costs and expenses each day until the Unit is brought into the
required condition.

15. Purchase Option If no Event of Default has occurred and is
continuing, you may, by notice delivered to us at least sixty (60) days
prior to the end of the Lease Term elect to purchase on the end of the
Lease Term any or all of the Units at a purchase price equal to the
Purchase Option Price for such Unit, as stated on the first page of this
Lease, plus any applicable taxes thereon. The purchase price will be
due at the end of the Lease Term. Upon payment of such purchase
price and all other amounts due under this Lease, plus any other costs
and expenses due in connection with the transfer of such Unit or the
delivery of the bill of sale, we will deliver to you, upon request, a bill of
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sale. The bill of sale will be delivered to you without any representations,
warranties or conditions except that such Unit is free of all
encumbrances of any person claiming through us. You will purchase
such Unit from us on an "AS IS, WHERE IS, WITH ALL FAULTS
BASIS". If you do not elect to purchase a Unit, at the end of the Lease
Term you will return such Unit to us as provided in Section 14 and all of
your rights and interest in such Unit will automatically terminate. If you
fail to purchase or return a Unit at the end of the Lease Term, in addition
to our other rights and remedies upon an Event of Default, you agree to
pay to us for each such Unit a daily rental charge equal to 1/301h of the
Monthly Lease Payment for such Unit each day until the day the Unit is
purchased or returned to us.

16. Ownership; Security Interest Subject to your right to use and
possess the Units as set out in this Lease, and subject to your purchase
option in Section 15, title to the Units (excluding any Additional
Collateral) remains with us. As additional security for your obligations to
us under this Lease and to secure all other obligations of every kind and
nature that you may owe to us or any of our affiliates now or in the
future, you grant to us a continuing first priority security interest in each
Unit, all substitutions, replacements and additions, and the proceeds of
all the foregoing, including, but not limited to, proceeds in the form of
chattel paper. You will, at your expense, do any act and execute,
acknowledge, deliver, file, register and record any document which we
deem desirable to protect our security interests in each Unit and our
rights and benefits under this Lease. You hereby irrevocably appoint us
as your attorney-in-fact for the signing and filing of such documents. You
also authorize us to delegate these limited powers.

17. Representations, Warranties and Covenants You represent,
warrant and covenant to us that: (a) you will provide all financial
information and reporting (including, but not limited to your financial
statements) as we may reasonably require; (b) all credit, financial and
other information submitted by you or on your behalf to us in connection
with this Lease is and shall be true, correct and complete; (c) you will not
change your name, principal place of business or primary residence and,
if you are a business entity, your jurisdiction of formation or form of
business organization or change the jurisdiction in which your chief
executive office or registered office is located, without prior written notice
to us, or enter into any merger, amalgamation, consolidation or
restructuring without our prior written consent; and (d) this Lease
constitutes your valid obligation, legally binding on you and enforceable
according to its terms.

18. Unit Monitoring Systems In the event any Unit is equipped with a
Unit monitoring system such as Cat® Product Link, you agree not to
remove, disable or impair the Unit monitoring system. You agree to
permit Caterpillar Inc. and all of its subsidiaries or affiliates, including us
(collectively "Caterpillar"), and Caterpillar dealers to access data
concerning such Unit, its condition and its operation transmitted from the
monitoring system. The information may be used (i) to administer,
implement and enforce the terms of this Lease, (ii) recover the Unit if
necessary, or (iii) to improve Caterpillar's products and services. You
agree that information transmitted may include the serial number, VIN,
Unit location, and operational and other data, including but not limited to
fault codes, emissions data, fuel usage, service meter hours, software
and hardware version numbers, and installed attachments.

19. Assignment; Counterparts We may assign, sell, concurrently lease or
otherwise dispose of, or encumber (each, an "Assignment"), all or any
part of the Lease Documents, the Lease Payments, and the Units, to
anyone else (each, an "Assignee"), without notice to you or your
consent. The rights of any assignee will not be subject to any
defense, counterclaim or set off which you may have against us. If
requested by us, you will assist us in any Assignment. If requested by
us, you will also sign a notice of assignment in a form approved by us. If
notified by us, you will make all payments due under this Lease to the
party designated in the notice without offset or deduction. This Lease is
for the benefit of, and is binding upon, you and your permitted
successors, assigns, heirs and executors and us and our successors
and assigns (including any Assignee). You must not assign this Lease or
any right or obligation under it without our prior written consent.
Although multiple counterparts of this document may be signed, only the
counterpart accepted, acknowledged and certified by us on the signature
page as the original will constitute original chattel paper. A photocopy or
facsimile of this Lease will be legally admissible. A signed copy of this
Lease or any related document sent electronically will be treated as an
original document and will be admissible as evidence thereof, and all
signatures thereon will be binding as if manual signatures were
personally delivered.
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20. Personal Information Consent We may collect and use personal
information provided by you in connection with this Lease and any
related application for the purposes of verifying and evaluating the
application, your identity (including for regulatory compliance purposes),
creditworthiness (including by obtaining and using credit reports), and
the information provided to us in connection with the application or this
Lease. We may collect credit, financial and related personal information
for these purposes from you or your application, our affiliates, credit
bureaus and credit reporting agencies, from references that you may
have provided in the application and other parties with whom you have
had a financial or credit relationship. You consent to the disclosure of
such information by these parties to us. Social Insurance Numbers or
other personal identifiers, if provided, may be used to verify your identity,
including matching credit records. Identity verification may also include
checking your identity against watch lists established by regulatory
agencies and similar bodies in Canada and foreign countries. We may,
from time to time, use the information referred to above and other
personal information collected or compiled by us in connection with this
Lease (collectively, the "Information") and share the Information among
and with us, Caterpillar and authorized Caterpillar dealers for the
purposes of opening, administering, servicing and enforcing this Lease,
collecting amounts owing to us, verifying and evaluating your current and
ongoing creditworthiness and financial status, and responding to
inquiries and otherwise communicating with you regarding the account.
For the purpose of maintaining your credit history and providing credit
references, we may from time to time disclose credit-related Information
to credit bureaus, credit reporting agencies and to your current or future
creditors. We may use and exchange your banking information with
financial institutions for payment processing purposes. We may
otherwise use the Information and disclose the Information to third
parties: (i) to register security interests; (ii) to enforce security, this Lease
and otherwise collect amounts owing to us; (iii) for the purposes of
detecting and preventing fraud; (iv) in connection with audits; (v) for the
purposes of meeting legal, regulatory, risk management and security
requirements; and (vi) as permitted or required by law (including as
required by foreign laws applicable to us and our agents or service
providers). We may use and disclose the Information to our assigns,
prospective assigns and other third parties that are connected with the
proposed or actual financing, securitization, insuring, sale, assignment or
other disposal of all or part of our business or assets (including this
Lease and amounts owing to us) for the purposes of permitting a
prospective assign to evaluate your creditworthiness and otherwise
determine whether to proceed or continue with the transaction, fulfilling
any reporting or audit requirements to such parties, or completing the
transaction. Our successors and assigns may collect, use, and disclose
the Information for substantially the same purposes as described in this
Lease. We may use agents and service providers (including Caterpillar
acting in that capacity) to collect, use, store or process the Information
on our behalf for the purposes described in this Lease. Some of these
agents or service providers may be located outside of Canada, including
the United States, where local laws may permit governmental, law
enforcement, or regulatory authorities or courts to have access to the
Information. We may, from time to time, use the Information and share
the Information among and with Caterpillar to promote and market
additional products or services of Caterpillar to you. You may refuse
consent for this purpose by contacting us at 1-800-651-0567.
To request access to, or correction of the Information, or if you have any
questions about how we handle the Information, please contact us at the
address designated above or as otherwise designated by us. The
consents provided above shall be valid for so long as required to fulfill
the purposes described in this Lease.

21. Effect of Waiver; Entire Agreement; Notices; Applicable
Law Our delay or omission in exercising any right or remedy will not
impair such right or remedy. A delay or omission by us will not be
construed as a waiver of any Event of Default. Any waiver or consent by
us must be in writing. This Lease and all Lease Documents completely
state our and your rights and supersede all prior agreements with
respect to a Unit. All notices must be in writing, addressed to the other
party at the address stated on the front of this Lease or at such other
address as may be furnished in writing. This Lease is governed by and
construed under the laws of the Province of Ontario and the federal laws
of Canada applicable in such Province. You consent to the jurisdiction of
any appropriate court located within that Province. If you are a
corporation, you agree that The Limitation of Civil Rights Act
(Saskatchewan), as it may be changed from time to time, will not apply
to this Lease or to our rights, powers or remedies and you waive and
release all benefits under those laws and any similar laws of any
jurisdiction to the fullest extent permitted by law. Where permitted by
law, you waive your rights to receive a copy of any financing statement,
financing change statement, verification statement or other similar
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blanks, including correcting or filling in serial numbers, VIN numbers, and
dates. Headings in this Lease are inserted for convenience only.
Headings do not affect the meaning or interpretation of this Lease. If a
provision of this Lease is invalid under any law, it shall be deemed
omitted. Any such omission will not invalidate the remaining provisions.
To the extent any payment due us under this Lease is deemed to be
usurious, the payment obligation shall be amended and replaced with
the maximum lawful amount. All your obligations under this Lease
survive the expiration or termination of this Lease if necessary to give full
effect to the terms of this Lease. Time is of the essence under this
Lease

instrument filed or issued at any time in respect of this Lease or any
amendment of this Lease. The parties waive the right to trial by jury
in any action arising out of or related to this Lease, the obligations
or the Units.

22. No Agency; Modification of Lease No person or entity,
including, without limitation, the Supplier, dealer or manufacturer of any
Unit, is authorized to act as our agent regarding this Lease. No waiver,
modification, or change in this Lease will bind us unless provided by us
in writing. Oral agreements are not binding. You agree that we may
correct patent errors in this Lease and the Lease Documents and fill in

You represent and warrant to us that you have entered into this Lease for business purposes only and not for personal, family or household
purposes and that you are not a "consumer" under any applicable consumer protection legislation or cost of credit disclosure legislation. You
acknowledge that we are relying on the truth of the previous sentence in deciding on whether to enter into this Lease.
By signing this Lease, you certify that you have read this Lease and all the other Lease Documents, including any applicable Application Survey.

SIGNATURES

LESSOR
CATERPILLAR FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED

LESSEE
DGS CONSTRUCTION LTD.

Signature

Signature

leAtAlut.

satidau,p,k,

Name (print) Dale Sawchyn

Name (print)
Joanne Routl y

Title

Title

President

Variable Contract Analyst
Date

Date
1/20/2020 I 2:27 PM CST
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Lease Agreement
Contract Number 104-50007466

r

Financial

This Lease Agreement (together with each addendum, schedule, Application Survey and rider attached to, or made a part of, this lease and
any amendments made from time to time being collectively referred to as "this Lease") is entered into by Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited ("we", "us" or "our") and the Lessee named below ("you" or "your").
1. PARTIES
LESSOR:
CATERPILLAR FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
3457 Superior Court, Unit 2
Oakville, ON L6L 0C4
GST Registration #: 100843952
PST Registration #: 100843952

LESSEE:
DGS CONSTRUCTION LTD.
8825 126 AVENUE NW
EDMONTON, AB T5B 1G8

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE UNITS

MONTHLY LEASE
MAX TOTAL HOURS/
PAYMENT*
USAGE
DESCRIPTION OF UNITS
(The total amount due
SERIALNIN
PURCHASE OPTION (Maximum total usage
(Whether the Unit is new or used, the
(Unique ID number fo each month if your
PRICE
of Unit - see
model number, the year, the
payments are made
this Unit)
(see Section 15)
Application Survey, if
manufacturer, and the model name)
on their due date or
one is used for this
see attached Payment
Lease)
Schedule)
CAT0289DVJX902742
$1,858.64
$1.00
N/A

DELIVERY/RENTAL
CONVERSION DATE
(Enter date Unit was
delivered to you or the
date Unit was converted
from a rental if you were
previously renting)

(1) NEW 2020 CATERPILLAR 289D3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER

*BASE MONTHLY PAYMENT:
GST:
PST:
MONTHLY LEASE PAYMENT:

1,858.64
92.93
0.00
1,951.57

COMMENCEMENT DATE:
LOCATION OF UNITS:

May 15, 2020
8825 126 AVENUE NW
EDMONTON, AB T5B 1G8

For a description of any other units that have been leased pursuant to this Lease, see the "Equipment Description Schedule" in the attached
SCHEDULE A. For any other units that represent "Additional Collateral", see the "Additional Collateral" section of the attached SCHEDULE
A ("Additional Collateral"). Each item of Additional Collateral identified in any attached SCHEDULE A is considered a Unit under the terms
of this Lease.
In reliance on your selection of the units described above (together with all attachments, accessories and optional features, whether or not
installed with any of those units, and all manufacturer manuals and instructions, being referred to in this Lease as a "Unit" or the "Units"), we
have agreed to acquire and lease the Units (excluding any Additional Collateral) to you, subject to the terms of this Lease. Until this Lease
has been signed by our duly authorized representative, it will constitute an offer by you to enter into this Lease with us on the
terms stated herein.
You acknowledge that the Units (excluding any Additional Collateral) were delivered to you in good working condition and that you accepted
them on the date indicated. If any of the Units (excluding any Additional Collateral) will be delivered to you after you sign this Lease, you
agree to sign and deliver to us a separate delivery certificate.
Each addendum, schedule, application survey for a Unit (each, an "Application Survey") and rider that is referred to in this Lease and is
attached to this Lease or is deemed to be attached to this Lease is incorporated into this Lease by reference and is deemed to be a part of
this Lease.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
3. Lease Term The "Lease Term" for each Unit will start on the
Commencement Date, as identified in the first page of this Lease and will
continue for 60 months, unless we terminate this Lease in accordance
with its terms. However, we have no obligation to enter into this Lease or
pay the supplier of the Units (the "Supplier") for the Unit(s) until you have
delivered to us all documents that we may reasonably request.

4. Lease Payment You will pay us the monthly Lease Payments

beginning May 15, 2020 and on the same date of each month thereafter
(or the last day of the month, if there is no such date). The monthly
Lease Payments will be due without demand. You will also pay us all
other amounts payable by you under this Lease and under any other
document delivered by you in connection with this Lease, including each
applicable Application Survey (collectively, the "Lease Documents")
when due (all such other payments, together with the monthly Lease
Payments, being referred to in this Lease as the "Lease Payments").
You will pay all Lease Payments not otherwise payable by preauthorized debit to us at Caterpillar Financial Services Limited, 3457
Superior Court, Unit 2, Oakville, ON L6L 0C4 or such other location that
we designate in writing. You agree this Lease is a non-cancellable net
lease. You also agree that your duties and liabilities under this Lease
and the other Lease Documents are absolute and unconditional. Your
payment and performance obligations are not subject to cancellation,
reduction, or setoff for any reason. You agree to settle all claims,
defenses, setoffs, counterclaims and other disputes you may have with
the Supplier, the manufacturer of each Unit, or any other third party
directly with the Supplier, the manufacturer or the third party, as the case
may be. You will not assert, allege or make any such claim, defense,
setoff, counterclaim or other dispute against us or with respect to the
payments due us under this Lease.

5. Late Charges If we do not receive a Lease Payment by the 141h day

after the date the Lease Payment is due, you will be charged a late
payment charge on the late Lease Payment equal to the lesser of (i) one
and one half (1.5%) percent and (ii) the highest legal contract rate of
interest.

6. Disclaimer of Warranties You have selected each Unit based
upon your own judgment. You understand that we are not the
manufacturer or a dealer or the Supplier of any of the Units. We make
no representations, warranties or conditions whatsoever, express
or implied, with respect to this Lease or to any Unit. Without
limiting the generality of the foregoing, each Unit is leased "as is,
where is". We make no representations, warranties or conditions
as to the quality of materials or workmanship or that the materials
or workmanship comply with the terms of any purchase order or
agreement. We expressly disclaim, and you waive all other
representations, warranties, conditions and claims, express or
implied, arising by law or otherwise, with respect to any Unit or this
Lease, including, without limitation, any representation, warranty or
condition relating to: (a) the merchantability of any Unit; (b) any
Unit's fitness for a particular purpose; (c) the course of
performance, course of dealing or usage of trade; (d) any
obligation, liability, right, claim or remedy in tort; (e) any obligation,
liability, right, claim, or remedy for loss of or damage to any Unit,
for loss of use, revenue, or profit with respect to any Unit, for any
liability to any third party, or for any other indirect, incidental, or
consequential damages, including strict or absolute liability in tort;
and (f) any Unit's freedom from any lien, claim, security interest,
hypothec or other encumbrance and its compliance with applicable
laws, including patent laws. Nothing in this Lease takes away any
rights you may have against any other parties (such as the Supplier or
the manufacturer of any Unit regarding the operation of any Unit). You
agree to pursue only these third parties for any and all such claims. You
are entitled to all the promises and warranties made by the Supplier to us
with respect to the Units, and you may contact the Supplier in order to
receive a description of those promises and warranties.

7. Possession, Use and Maintenance (a) At your own expense,
you will use and keep the Units in good operating order and condition
and at least in accordance with Supplier's and manufacturer's
recommendations and all maintenance and operating manuals and
service agreements, and in accordance with all applicable laws, including
any rules or limits on idling, fleet average or site based exhaust
emissions, operational limitations, or any other use related regulations,
for which you have sole responsibility for compliance. (b) You will not
CA English Financial Lease Agreement ROC

abandon any Unit. (c) You will not sublease any Unit or permit the use of
any Unit by anyone other than you. (d) You will not change the use of
any Unit from that set out in an applicable Application Survey, without our
prior written consent. (e) You will not change the Location of any Unit
from that set out above, without our prior written consent. (f) You will not
sell, assign, transfer, create or allow to exist a lien, claim, security
interest, hypothec or encumbrance on any of your rights under this Lease
or with respect to any Unit. Each Unit is and will remain personal
property regardless of its use or manner of attachment to realty. We have
the right to inspect any Unit and its maintenance records. We also have
the right to observe the use of each Unit and determine its hours of
usage. You will not alter any Unit or affix any accessory or equipment to
any Unit if doing so will impair its originally intended function or use or
reduce its value. If added to any Unit, the following will immediately
become our property: (i) replacement parts; (ii) parts essential to the
operation of the Unit; and (iii) parts that cannot be detached from the Unit
without interfering with the operation of the Unit or adversely affecting the
value or utility the Unit would have had without the addition. All such
parts will be deemed incorporated in the Unit and will be subject to the
terms of this Lease as if originally leased under this Lease. All parts,
accessories and equipment affixed to a Unit will become our property. All
of your right, title and interest in such parts, accessories and equipment
shall transfer automatically to us immediately upon such affixation
without the need for any documents of transfer.

8. Taxes You will pay when due, or promptly reimburse us for
payment of, all taxes imposed on any Unit or Lease Payments. You
will also pay or reimburse us for all (i) license and registration fees, (ii)
charges that are imposed in connection with the ownership, possession,
use, purchase (including by you pursuant to this Lease) or lease of any
Unit from the time we purchase the Unit until it is returned to us or
purchased by you and (iii) fines, penalties, interest or additions to any
tax, fee or charge. You will remain responsible for the payment, or
reimbursement of, any such taxes, fees and charges, regardless of when
we receive notice of them. You will prepare and file, in a manner
satisfactory to us, all reports or returns required with respect to a Unit.
You will reimburse us in full for any amounts that we pay or advance
without regard to early payment discounts. We may estimate the amount
of, and bill you periodically in advance for, any charge. You will be
responsible, however, for any difference between the estimated amount
and the actual amount. If any Lease Payment under this Lease is
deemed to include goods and services tax or harmonized sales tax or
any similar value-added or multi-staged tax, the amount of such payment
shall be increased accordingly. You will not deduct or withhold any taxes
from a Lease Payment unless required by applicable law. If taxes are
required to be deducted or withheld, the amount of the Lease Payment
will be increased so that after the tax deduction or withholding (including
any tax deduction or withholding required from the increased amount) we
receive the amount that we would have received in the absence of any
tax deduction or withholding, and you will also provide us with evidence
of remittance of the taxes to the relevant tax authority. We may change
the Monthly Lease Payment to reflect any increase or decrease in any
taxes from time to time. You acknowledge that you have satisfied
yourself as to the tax and accounting treatment of the Lease Documents
for your purposes and have not relied on us as to those matters.

9. Loss or Damage (a) You bear the risk of loss or damage to a Unit
from the time we purchase the Unit (or from the beginning of the Lease
Term, if earlier) until the Unit is returned to us or purchased by you in
accordance with this Lease. Should any loss or damage occur, you will
not be released from your obligations under this Lease or any other
Lease Document. A "Casualty Occurrence" will occur if any Unit is worn
out, lost, stolen, destroyed, taken by government action or, in our
opinion, irreparably damaged. (b) You will provide prompt written notice
to us of any Casualty Occurrence or any other material damage to a
Unit. You will also promptly submit to us: (i) all damage or loss reports
provided to a governmental authority, an insurer or the Supplier; and (ii)
all documents regarding the repair of such damage, including copies of
work orders and all invoices for related charges. (c) Without limiting any
other term in this Lease, you will promptly repair all damage that does
not constitute a Casualty Occurrence, so as to restore the Unit to the
condition required by this Lease. (d) In the event of a Casualty
Occurrence, you will pay to us, on the first monthly Lease Payment due
date following the Casualty Occurrence (or 30 days after the Casualty
Occurrence if there is no monthly Lease Payment due date remaining)
an amount (the "Liquidated Damages") equal to the sum of: (i) the
present value of all future Lease Payments payable under this Lease for
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such Unit to the end of the Lease Term for such Unit; (ii) the present
value of the Purchase Option Price payable under this Lease for such
Unit, as stated on the front of this Lease, plus applicable taxes,
assuming that you had elected to purchase such Unit; and (iii) all other
amounts then due under this Lease with respect to the Unit suffering the
Casualty Occurrence (including any late charges and fees). Present
values will be determined by us by discounting such amounts at the
implicit interest rate which we have applied, in our sole discretion, to this
Lease and our determination of such present values shall be conclusive,
absent manifest error. Upon our receipt of the Liquidated Damages for
the applicable Unit, the Lease Term with respect to such Unit shall
terminate.

10.

Release and Indemnity (a) You release and agree to
indemnify, defend, and keep harmless, us, our successors and
assigns, and our and their directors, officers, agents and employees
(each, an "Indemnitee"), from and against any and all claims, actions,
damages, losses, penalties, fines, liabilities, charges, costs and
expenses of whatever kind or nature, which arise in any way from or
are related in any way to any Lease Document or any Unit including
the use and contents, of such Unit and any defects in respect of such
Unit ("Claims") (other than those directly resulting from the actual
gross negligence or willful misconduct of the Indemnitee). To meet
this obligation, you will pay, on a net after-tax basis, or otherwise
discharge such Claims for which we are or may be responsible when
and as they become due. (b) You are entitled to control the defense of
or to settle a Claim, so long as: (i) no Event of Default has occurred
and is then continuing; (ii) you are financially capable of satisfying
your obligations under this Section; and (iii) we approve your
proposed defense counsel. If any Claim is made against you or an
Indemnitee, the party receiving notice of the Claim will promptly notify
the other. If the party receiving notice of the Claim fails to notify the
other, however, your obligations are still in effect. You agree to be
responsible for all costs and expenses, including reasonable legal
fees and disbursements on a solicitor-client basis, incurred by any
Indemnitee in defending or investigating any Claim or in enforcing this
Section. Under no circumstances are we liable for any loss of actual
or anticipated business or profits or any special, indirect, or
consequential damages.

11. Insurance You, at your expense, must keep each Unit insured with
a commercial insurance policy for our benefit. This insurance must
include physical damage insurance that will protect each Unit against
all risks for at least the aggregate amount you would be required to
pay in the event of a Casualty Occurrence. You will also maintain
commercial general liability insurance (including product and broad
form contractual liability) covering each Unit for at least $1,000,000
combined coverage for bodily injury and property damage per
occurrence. All insurance shall be primary, without the right of
contribution from any insurance carried by us. All insurance must be
in a form and with companies approved by us. The physical damage
insurance shall specify you as named insured and us as loss payee,
and the general liability policy shall specify you as named insured and
us as additional insured. All insurance must have a deductible amount
acceptable to us. You must promptly notify us of any occurrence that
may become the basis of a claim. You will also provide us with all
requested information. Upon demand, you must promptly deliver to us
evidence of such insurance coverage.

12. Events of Default Each of the following is an event of default (each,
an "Event of Default"): (a) you fail to make a payment when due; (b) a
representation or warranty made to us in connection with any Lease
Document is incorrect or misleading; (c) you fail to observe or perform
any other covenant or agreement, and the failure continues for 10 days
after written notice to you; (d) a default occurs under any other
agreement between you or a guarantor of this Lease (each, a
"Guarantor") and us or an affiliate of ours; (e) you, or a Guarantor, cease
to do business, die, become insolvent, make an assignment for the
benefit of creditors or file a petition or action under a bankruptcy,
reorganization, insolvency or moratorium law, or a law for the relief of, or
relating to, debtors; (f) any filing of an involuntary petition under a
bankruptcy statute against you or a Guarantor, or appointment of a
receiver, trustee, custodian or similar official to take possession of your
properties or those of a Guarantor, unless the petition or appointment
ceases to be in effect within 30 days after filing or appointment; (g) there
is a material adverse change in your or a Guarantor's financial condition,
business operations or prospects; (h) there is a termination, breach, or
repudiation of a Guarantor's guarantee; and (i) any Unit becomes
uninsured or subject to any sale, sublease, lien, claim, mortgage,
security interest, hypothec or encumbrance (other than in our favour).
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13. Remedies If an Event of Default occurs, we will have the rights and
remedies provided by this Lease and as provided to a secured party
under the Personal Property Security Act (Ontario) and any other
applicable law. Among these rights and remedies are to: (a) bring a
court action to recover damages; (b) declare this Lease in default, and
cancel this Lease or otherwise terminate your right to use any Unit and
your other rights, but not your obligations and, by written notice to you,
require you to pay us on the date set out in the notice, as a genuine preestimate of liquidated damages and not as penalty (and in addition to all
other amounts owing under any of the Lease Documents including any
amounts owing under this Section, an amount equal to the Liquidated
Damages for all of the Units at such time; (c) recover any additional
damages and expenses suffered by us due to the Event of Default; (d)
enforce our security interests; (e) require you to assemble and return
each Unit pursuant to Section 14; (f) enter premises where a Unit may be
located and take immediate possession of, disable or remove such Unit
(and any unattached parts) without notice, liability or legal process (and
upon such repossession or disabling pursuant to this Section 13(f) or any
return of such Unit under Section 13(e), your right to possess and use
such Unit will terminate, but this Lease will remain in effect unless we
expressly notify you of the cancellation of this Lease under Section
13(b)); (g) in the name of and as your irrevocably appointed agent and
attorney and without terminating or being deemed to have terminated this
Lease, sublease all or any of the Units to anyone else on such terms and
conditions, for such rental and for such period of time as we see fit and
receive such rental and hold the same and apply the same against any
amounts payable by you under any of the Lease Documents; (h) store
(including at your premises without liability) or sell, lease or otherwise
dispose of the Units or any of them, at public or private sale, lease or
other disposition, for cash or credit, and on such terms as we may
determine; and (i) if we financed your obligations under a warranty
agreement such as an Equipment Protection Plan, Extended Service
Contract, Extended Warranty, Customer Service Agreement, Total
Maintenance and Repair Agreement or similar agreement, cancel the
agreement on your behalf and upon such cancellation, we may also
receive the refund of any fees that we financed but had not received from
you as of the date of the Event of Default. You agree to pay all charges,
costs, expenses and reasonable legal fees and disbursements (on a
solicitor-client basis) incurred by us in enforcing this Lease. The
proceeds of any sale, lease or disposition of a Unit will be applied, first,
to reimburse us for all expenses of collection and enforcement of this
Lease, including our legal fees and expenses and second, to obligations
owed to us under this Lease as we may determine. Any remaining
proceeds will then be applied to any other indebtedness or obligations
owed by you to us or any of our affiliates. You will promptly pay any
deficiency to us. Except as prohibited by applicable law, we are entitled
to retain any remaining proceeds after the exercise of our remedies. To
the extent you are entitled to a refund from us, you agree we will have
the right to offset any obligation that you have with us or our affiliates
with such refund. The remedies provided to us are cumulative and in
addition to all other remedies at law or in equity. If you fail to perform
any of your obligations under this Lease, we may (but need not) perform
the obligations, without waiving or curing any breach of this Lease. If we
perform such obligations for you, you must then pay, on demand, the
resulting expenses incurred by us.

14. Return of Unit On expiration of the Lease Term or if you do not elect
to purchase the Unit(s) pursuant to this Lease, or if we demand
possession of a Unit pursuant to the terms of this Lease, you will, at your
expense, promptly deliver the Unit to us properly protected and in the
condition required by Section 7 and any applicable Application Survey.
You will deliver the Unit, at our option, (a) to the nearest Caterpillar
dealer selling equipment of the same type as the Unit or (b) on board a
carrier named by us and shipping the Unit, freight collect, to a destination
designated by us. If a Unit is not in the condition required by Section 7
and any applicable Application Survey, you must pay us, on demand, all
costs and expenses incurred by us to bring such Unit into the required
condition as we determine, acting reasonably, and you shall pay us a
daily rental charge equal to 1/30th of the Monthly Lease Payment, plus
any other costs and expenses each day until the Unit is brought into the
required condition.

15. Purchase Option If no Event of Default has occurred and is
continuing, you may, by notice delivered to us at least sixty (60) days
prior to the end of the Lease Term elect to purchase on the end of the
Lease Term any or all of the Units at a purchase price equal to the
Purchase Option Price for such Unit, as stated on the first page of this
Lease, plus any applicable taxes thereon. The purchase price will be
due at the end of the Lease Term. Upon payment of such purchase
price and all other amounts due under this Lease, plus any other costs
and expenses due in connection with the transfer of such Unit or the
delivery of the bill of sale, we will deliver to you, upon request, a bill of
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sale. The bill of sale will be delivered to you without any representations,
warranties or conditions except that such Unit is free of all
encumbrances of any person claiming through us. You will purchase
such Unit from us on an "AS IS, WHERE IS, WITH ALL FAULTS
BASIS". If you do not elect to purchase a Unit, at the end of the Lease
Term you will return such Unit to us as provided in Section 14 and all of
your rights and interest in such Unit will automatically terminate. If you
fail to purchase or return a Unit at the end of the Lease Term, in addition
to our other rights and remedies upon an Event of Default, you agree to
pay to us for each such Unit a daily rental charge equal to 113011, of the
Monthly Lease Payment for such Unit each day until the day the Unit is
purchased or returned to us.

16. Ownership; Security Interest Subject to your right to use and
possess the Units as set out in this Lease, and subject to your purchase
option in Section 15, title to the Units (excluding any Additional
Collateral) remains with us. As additional security for your obligations to
us under this Lease and to secure all other obligations of every kind and
nature that you may owe to us or any of our affiliates now or in the
future, you grant to us a continuing first priority security interest in each
Unit, all substitutions, replacements and additions, and the proceeds of
all the foregoing, including, but not limited to, proceeds in the form of
chattel paper. You will, at your expense, do any act and execute,
acknowledge, deliver, file, register and record any document which we
deem desirable to protect our security interests in each Unit and our
rights and benefits under this Lease. You hereby irrevocably appoint us
as your attorney-in-fact for the signing and filing of such documents. You
also authorize us to delegate these limited powers.

17. Representations, Warranties and Covenants You represent,
warrant and covenant to us that: (a) you will provide all financial
information and reporting (including, but not limited to your financial
statements) as we may reasonably require; (b) all credit, financial and
other information submitted by you or on your behalf to us in connection
with this Lease is and shall be true, correct and complete; (c) you will not
change your name, principal place of business or primary residence and,
if you are a business entity, your jurisdiction of formation or form of
business organization or change the jurisdiction in which your chief
executive office or registered office is located, without prior written notice
to us, or enter into any merger, amalgamation, consolidation or
restructuring without our prior written consent; and (d) this Lease
constitutes your valid obligation, legally binding on you and enforceable
according to its terms.

18. Unit Monitoring Systems In the event any Unit is equipped with a
Unit monitoring system such as Cat® Product Link, you agree not to
remove, disable or impair the Unit monitoring system. You agree to
permit Caterpillar Inc. and all of its subsidiaries or affiliates, including us
(collectively "Caterpillar"), and Caterpillar dealers to access data
concerning such Unit, its condition and its operation transmitted from the
monitoring system. The information may be used (i) to administer,
implement and enforce the terms of this Lease, (ii) recover the Unit if
necessary, or (iii) to improve Caterpillar's products and services. You
agree that information transmitted may include the serial number, VIN,
Unit location, and operational and other data, including but not limited to
fault codes, emissions data, fuel usage, service meter hours, software
and hardware version numbers, and installed attachments.
19. Assignment; Counterparts We may assign, sell, concurrently lease or
otherwise dispose of, or encumber (each, an "Assignment"), all or any
part of the Lease Documents, the Lease Payments, and the Units, to
anyone else (each, an "Assignee"), without notice to you or your
consent. The rights of any assignee will not be subject to any
defense, counterclaim or set off which you may have against us. If
requested by us, you will assist us in any Assignment. If requested by
us, you will also sign a notice of assignment in a form approved by us. If
notified by us, you will make all payments due under this Lease to the
party designated in the notice without offset or deduction. This Lease is
for the benefit of, and is binding upon, you and your permitted
successors, assigns, heirs and executors and us and our successors
and assigns (including any Assignee). You must not assign this Lease or
any right or obligation under it without our prior written consent.
Although multiple counterparts of this document may be signed, only the
counterpart accepted, acknowledged and certified by us on the signature
page as the original will constitute original chattel paper. A photocopy or
facsimile of this Lease will be legally admissible. A signed copy of this
Lease or any related document sent electronically will be treated as an
original document and will be admissible as evidence thereof, and all
signatures thereon will be binding as if manual signatures were
personally delivered.
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20. Personal Information Consent We may collect and use personal
information provided by you in connection with this Lease and any
related application for the purposes of verifying and evaluating the
application, your identity (including for regulatory compliance purposes),
creditworthiness (including by obtaining and using credit reports), and
the information provided to us in connection with the application or this
Lease. We may collect credit, financial and related personal information
for these purposes from you or your application, our affiliates, credit
bureaus and credit reporting agencies, from references that you may
have provided in the application and other parties with whom you have
had a financial or credit relationship. You consent to the disclosure of
such information by these parties to us. Social Insurance Numbers or
other personal identifiers, if provided, may be used to verify your identity,
including matching credit records. Identity verification may also include
checking your identity against watch lists established by regulatory
agencies and similar bodies in Canada and foreign countries. We may,
from time to time, use the information referred to above and other
personal information collected or compiled by us in connection with this
Lease (collectively, the "Information") and share the Information among
and with us, Caterpillar and authorized Caterpillar dealers for the
purposes of opening, administering, servicing and enforcing this Lease,
collecting amounts owing to us, verifying and evaluating your current and
ongoing creditworthiness and financial status, and responding to
inquiries and otherwise communicating with you regarding the account.
For the purpose of maintaining your credit history and providing credit
references, we may from time to time disclose credit-related Information
to credit bureaus, credit reporting agencies and to your current or future
creditors. We may use and exchange your banking information with
financial institutions for payment processing purposes. We may
otherwise use the Information and disclose the Information to third
parties: (i) to register security interests; (ii) to enforce security, this Lease
and otherwise collect amounts owing to us; (iii) for the purposes of
detecting and preventing fraud; (iv) in connection with audits; (v) for the
purposes of meeting legal, regulatory, risk management and security
requirements; and (vi) as permitted or required by law (including as
required by foreign laws applicable to us and our agents or service
providers). We may use and disclose the Information to our assigns,
prospective assigns and other third parties that are connected with the
proposed or actual financing, securitization, insuring, sale, assignment or
other disposal of all or part of our business or assets (including this
Lease and amounts owing to us) for the purposes of permitting a
prospective assign to evaluate your creditworthiness and otherwise
determine whether to proceed or continue with the transaction, fulfilling
any reporting or audit requirements to such parties, or completing the
transaction. Our successors and assigns may collect, use, and disclose
the Information for substantially the same purposes as described in this
Lease. We may use agents and service providers (including Caterpillar
acting in that capacity) to collect, use, store or process the Information
on our behalf for the purposes described in this Lease. Some of these
agents or service providers may be located outside of Canada, including
the United States, where local laws may permit governmental, law
enforcement, or regulatory authorities or courts to have access to the
Information. We may, from time to time, use the Information and share
the Information among and with Caterpillar to promote and market
additional products or services of Caterpillar to you. You may refuse
consent for this purpose by contacting us at 1-800-651-0567.
To request access to, or correction of the Information, or if you have any
questions about how we handle the Information, please contact us at the
address designated above or as otherwise designated by us. The
consents provided above shall be valid for so long as required to fulfill
the purposes described in this Lease.

21. Effect of Waiver; Entire Agreement; Notices; Applicable
Law Our delay or omission in exercising any right or remedy will not
impair such right or remedy. A delay or omission by us will not be
construed as a waiver of any Event of Default. Any waiver or consent by
us must be in writing. This Lease and all Lease Documents completely
state our and your rights and supersede all prior agreements with
respect to a Unit. All notices must be in writing, addressed to the other
party at the address stated on the front of this Lease or at such other
address as may be furnished in writing. This Lease is governed by and
construed under the laws of the Province of Ontario and the federal laws
of Canada applicable in such Province. You consent to the jurisdiction of
any appropriate court located within that Province. If you are a
corporation, you agree that The Limitation of Civil Rights Act
(Saskatchewan), as it may be changed from time to time, will not apply
to this Lease or to our rights, powers or remedies and you waive and
release all benefits under those laws and any similar laws of any
jurisdiction to the fullest extent permitted by law. Where permitted by
law, you waive your rights to receive a copy of any financing statement,
financing change statement, verification statement or other similar
4034314 12/05/2020 05:06:16 PM
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blanks, including correcting or filling in serial numbers, VIN numbers, and
dates. Headings in this Lease are inserted for convenience only.
Headings do not affect the meaning or interpretation of this Lease. If a
provision of this Lease is invalid under any law, it shall be deemed
omitted. Any such omission will not invalidate the remaining provisions.
To the extent any payment due us under this Lease is deemed to be
usurious, the payment obligation shall be amended and replaced with
the maximum lawful amount. All your obligations under this Lease
survive the expiration or termination of this Lease if necessary to give full
effect to the terms of this Lease. Time is of the essence under this
Lease

instrument filed or issued at any time in respect of this Lease or any
amendment of this Lease. The parties waive the right to trial by jury
in any action arising out of or related to this Lease, the obligations
or the Units.

22. No Agency; Modification of Lease No person or entity,
including, without limitation, the Supplier, dealer or manufacturer of any
Unit, is authorized to act as our agent regarding this Lease. No waiver,
modification, or change in this Lease will bind us unless provided by us
in writing. Oral agreements are not binding. You agree that we may
correct patent errors in this Lease and the Lease Documents and fill in

You represent and warrant to us that you have entered into this Lease for business purposes only and not for personal, family or household
purposes and that you are not a "consumer" under any applicable consumer protection legislation or cost of credit disclosure legislation. You
acknowledge that we are relying on the truth of the previous sentence in deciding on whether to enter into this Lease.
By signing this Lease, you certify that you have read this Lease and all the other Lease Documents, including any applicable Application Survey.

SIGNATURES

LESSOR
CATERPILLAR FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED

LESSEE
DGS CONSTRUCTION LTD.

Signature

Signature

,)aavuiut. rovttli

vabf sauogiv

Name (print) DALE SAWCHYN

Name (print)
Joanne Routl y

Title

Title

Owner

Direct Document/Funding Manager

Date

Date
9/5/2020 I 6:04 AM CDT
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5/14/2020 I 2:12 PM CDT
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EXHIBIT "J"

Karla Sookdeo
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Warren Miller <wmiller@travelerscapital.com>
Wednesday, February 24, 2021 3:53 PM
cherrie@dgsconstruction.net
RE: update

Thank you for the update Cherrie
Glad to hear RB came to their senses . ATB still just waiting around I guess? We'd be funded by now ! unbelievable
We can still lend on the equipment + the real estate, should the real estate be available depending on what you work
out.

Keep me posted —thanks!

This is Exhibit "
" referred to in the
Affidavit of
Dale Sawchyn

Sworn before me this
March
Warren Miller, CFA
Travelers Capital
P: 604.262.9994
400 — 4180 Lougheed Hwy, Burnaby, BC, V5C 6A7
www.travelerscapital.com

1

day of

AD. 20 21

A Notary Public, A Commissioner for Oaths in
and for the Province of Alberta

Ryan F.T. Quinlan
Barrister & Solicitor

From: cherrie@dgsconstruction.net <cherrie@dgsconstruction.net>
Sent: February 24, 2021 12:43 PM
To: Warren Miller <wmiller@travelerscapital.com>
Subject: RE: update

CAUTION:This email is from an external source. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Hi Warren,
Thanks for touching base.
I finally heard from Darren yesterday.
I had sent the email to Darren and Kristin with Bowra as I wanted to make sure I wasn't doing something that would
affect what they were up to.
I talked to Kristin on Tuesday morning and she reached out to her contacts at Ritchie Bros and I believe Darren also
spoke to them rather than us sending the email out.

In Darren's quick call late yesterday he said they had luck with Ritchie Bros and they are working on the sales estimate /
guarantee proposal (I still am not sure exactly what was required) and should have it put together soon.
My understanding is Darren will then put that forward and we finance the equipment back through Travelers.
Dale has heard from our realtor yesterday that there is possibly interest of someone to do a purchase with a 5 year
leaseback. Kristin said Tuesday that there is a possibility that the BCAP loan is not necessarily out when filing an
NOI. The building is through the holding company so we may have options and slightly more time with that. I do know
we do need to come up with a plan for the building.
Neil with EBF is still keeping in touch and waiting to hear how they can move forward with us.
In the interim we have been bidding a few smaller projects and there seems to be quite a few coming out in the next
month.
Hopefully I will hear from Darren in the next couple of days to determine next move.
I will keep you posted. Please do not hesitate to call or send an email.
Regards,
Cherrie Titus
Business Manager
DGS CONSTRUCTION LTD
8825 126 Avenue Edmonton, AB T5B 1G8
C 780.993.6091 P 780-490-7850 F 780-490-7851
cherrie@dgsconstruction.net

From: Warren Miller <wmiller@travelerscapital.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 7:36 PM
To: cherrie@dgsconstruction.net
Subject: update
Hi Cherrie,
How is it going?
Any update on your end? I never saw that note go to RBA

Warren Miller, CFA
Travelers Capital
400-4180 Lougheed Highway I Burnaby, BC I V5C 6A7
P: 604.262.9994
M: 604.306.0483
www.travelerscapital.com
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Travelers
RESTRUCTURING CAPITAL
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WE INTEND THIS ELECTRONIC MAIL MESSAGE ONLY FOR THE PERSON OR ENTITY NAMED IN THE ADDRESSEE FIELD. THIS MESSAGE MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW. IF YOU
ARE NOT THE ADDRESSEE OR AN EMPLOYEE OR AGENT RESPONSIBLE FOR DELIVERINGTHIS MESSAGE TO THE ADDRESSEE, PLEASE NOTIFY US IMMEDIATELY BY TELEPHONE, PERMANENTLY DESTROY ANY COPIES YOU MAY HAVE AND RETURN THIS DOCUMENT TO U5
AT OUR EXPENSE AT THE E-MAIL ADDRESS NOTED ABOVE. ANY DISSEMINATION OR COPYING OF THIS MESSAGE BY ANYONE OTHER THAN THE ADDRESSEE IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. WARNING: E-MAIL MAY NOT BE SECURE UNLESS PROPERLY ENCRYPTED.
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EXHIBIT "K"

RITCHIE BROS.
2/25/2021
DGS Construction Ltd
8825-126 Avenue NW
Edmonton AB, T5B 1 GB
Attn: Dale Sawchyn; Kristin Gray
Via Email: dale@dgsconstruction.net; kgray@bowragroup.com
DGS Construction Liquidation Proposal

Re:

Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers
9500 Glenlyon Parkway,
Burnaby, BC Canada V5J 006
778.331.5500 Fax 778.331.5501
rbauction.com
This is Exhibit" K" referred to in the
Affidavit of
Dale Sawchyn
Sworn before me this
March

2

11-13. 2°
e k7 7--2.

day of
21

A Notary Public, A Commissioner for Oaths in
and for the Province of Alberta

Ryan F.T. Quinlan

Barrister & Solicitor
Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers ("Ritchie Bros.") has the right customer base, marketing platform, financial wherewithal, and
operational ability to provide an organized liquidation for the assets of DGS Construction. Furthermore, we can offer
something no other seller can, access to the world's largest industrial auction buyer base, and certainty that our sales
process will cast the largest net possible. We've prepared an integrated marketing program offering liquidity, a
defined close date and the draw of a larger audience where we bring more bidders and more dollars. Our proposal is
intended to safeguard a clean, expedient resolution to the sales process, while ensuring maximized value.
Selling with Ritchie Bros. takes minimum effort on your part and delivers maximum returns for your assets. You'll
benefit from:
•
•

•
•

Full-service — We take care of everything including inspections, marketing and all post sale interactions with
the buyers inclusive of collections and escrow.
Maximum exposure — Our comprehensive print and digital marketing campaigns target interested buyers
from around the world, while our outbound sales efforts actively promote your assets through direct bidder
consultation. Additionally, by including your assets in larger events our marketing cross-pollinates peripheral
bidders from different industries.
Quality bids — Through Ritchie Bros. Financial Services we help ensure that bidders have the access to
capital they require to not only be willing but able.
Payment certainty — We will let you know exactly when to expect your proceeds, with predictable fee
transparency.

Assets to be sold
The attached Schedule A represents the specific lists of assets to be sold and forms the basis of our proposal.

Sale Timing and Location
•
•

Assets to be moved to and sold from our Edmonton, AB auction facility by unreserved auction on May 3rd,
2021.
The assets may be sold along with equipment from other owners creating a large auction event that attracts
potential buyers from all over the world.

Proposal Ritchie Bros. is pleased to present the following non-binding offer

Gross Minimum Guarantee —
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Under this proposal Ritchie Bros. will organize and undertake the auction, selling as your agent during the
Edmonton May 3rd, 2021 auction event.
For the assets listed in Schedule A, Ritchie Bros. will guarantee gross auction proceeds of TWO MILLION
SIX HUNDRED FIFTY NINE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($2,659,000)
Ritchie Bros will be entitled to deduct a TWELVE PERCENT (12%) selling commission from the gross
guaranteed auction proceeds.
For any proceeds achieved in excess of the above guaranteed minimum amount, Ritchie Bros. will share
such excess proceeds with DGS on an 80/20 basis (80% to DGS; 20% to Ritchie Bros).
The equipment must be transported to our Edmonton facility before March 26th, 2021.
a. All transportation efforts are the cost and responsibility of DGS Construction. If elected Ritchie
Bros. can coordinate transportation, deducting costs plus a 10% arrangement fee from the Gross
Auction Proceeds.
All equipment must be in operating condition, starting at the key with good batteries and sufficient fuel for
sale.
DGS to supply all documents sufficient for vesting registration with subsequent purchasers.
Ritchie Bros will clean the assets to a standard determined by Ritchie Bros. Costs for cleaning are estimated
at FOUR THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED DOLLARS ($4,800) and will be deducted from the Gross Auction
Proceeds.
Ritchie Bros. will make payment of the net collected proceeds to DGS within twenty-one (21) days of the
auction.
At time of sale, the condition of the assets will be equivalent to or better than when viewed by Ritchie Bros.
on or about December 10th, 2020.
The Gross Minimum Guarantee will be subject to adjustment if (a) the equipment listed in the attached
Schedule A is not in a condition equivalent to or better than when viewed by Ritchie Bros on December 10th,
2020. (b) DGS is unable to legally sell the assets listed in the attached Schedule A at the auction
contemplated herein or provide documentation sufficient for vesting and registration with subsequent
purchasers; or (c) the auction is not held at the locations contemplated above and the assets must be
moved to a mutually agreeable alternate site. Any adjustment to the Gross Minimum Guarantee will be
mutually agreed to by the parties.

Low Buyers Fees
We know that whether you charge a fee to the buyer or the seller, the fee comes from the net recovery. Customers
and their financiers realize that buyer's fees contribute to total invoice, so they factor them into their bidding.
Therefore, we've established a reputation for low buyer's fees that are consistent and transparent. Ritchie Bros.
customers can bid in person, on our app, or on our website with our own proprietary systems which means no extra
charges to negatively impact results. We set maximum buyer's fees for high value assets at or under $1290 per lot.
Marketing
Worldwide marketing of your assets will commence as soon as your auction agreement is signed. Your assets will
benefit from the comprehensive marketing campaign that we undertake for each and every auction, ensuring
maximum on-site and online bidder participation on auction day.
Specifically:

•

•
•

We will immediately upload details of your assets to our web sites (rbauction.com and IronPlanet.com) along
with any photos taken during the inspection process. Our 21-language web sites attract millions of unique
visitors every year, immediately giving your assets a highly visible presence to potential buyers from around
the world.
We advertise in local and industry-specific print and online publications and use search engine optimization
to reach the widest audience of potential buyers.
We also conduct direct mail and email campaigns to target select individuals from our database of 620,000+
customers in 190+ countries (by industry, region and buying preferences). Our marketing reaches a broad
mix of potential buyers.

Ritchie Bros.' Responsibilities
Under the auction proposal herein, Ritchie Bros. will be responsible for all aspects of the sale of the assets listed in
the attached Schedule A, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carrying out and managing all aspects of the on-site preparation and organization of the assets for the
online marketplace and the auction.
Mobilizing a team of personnel to carry out the above work.
Cataloguing and photographing the assets for posting on our web site and other marketing channels.
Comprehensive, integrated print and online marketing of the auction and assets being sold.
Organizing and managing site visits and inspections of the assets by potential bidders.
Enabling real-time online bidding on auction day.
Supplying all managerial, labor, accounting, and auction day personnel.
Invoicing and collecting auction proceeds in accordance with our standard auction terms.
Detailed post-auction settlement reporting.

Seller Responsibilities
DGS will be responsible for obtaining all documentation or court orders required for (i) approving the sale of the
assets through Ritchie Bros., (ii) the vesting of free and clear title in buyers thereof, (iii) obtaining or replacing vehicle
registrations, as necessary, to allow bidders from any jurisdiction to purchase the assets. Any replacement
registrations, keys or actions required related to the Assigned VIN program would be the cost and responsibility of the
seller. Ritchie Bros. will assist, if requested, in obtaining or replacing vehicle registrations and keys for the assets for
cost plus a 10% management fee.
Post-auction
Assets cannot be removed from the site until they are paid for in full. We will collect all payments and remit any
applicable taxes on your behalf. Removal is conducted under the supervision of Ritchie Bros. personnel and requires
no involvement from your staff. We will also handle any and all post-sale inquiries and issues. Equipment becomes
the responsibility of the buyer upon acceptance of their final bid. Buyers are responsible for insuring their purchases
against damage or loss immediately.
The foregoing proposal is a non-binding, indicative offer only and remains subject to entry into a final and mutually
acceptable sales agreement.
This proposal is the proprietary work product of Ritchie Bros. and is intended solely for your personal and corporate
review and consideration. Any review by, retransmission or other dissemination of the information herein to outside
parties, or other use of this auction proposal and/or Schedule A is prohibited without the express written consent of
Ritchie Bros.
We thank you for the opportunity to provide you with our proposal and look forward to closely working with you to
achieve the maximum return on the sale of your valued assets.

Our enclosed offer shall remain open for acceptance until the close of business on March 5th, 2021 at 4:00 PM MST
unless otherwise extended by our written agreement.
Thank you for your valued consideration.
Sincerely,
Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers (Canada) Ltd.

Devin Norris
Ritchie Bros.
604-786-0989

Schedule A
SEQ

OWNER ID

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2007 FORD F350 XL DRW 4X4 DUALLY PICKUP
2014 CHEVROLET 2500HD SILVERADO LTZ
CREW CAB 4X4 PICKUP
2014 CHEVROLET 2500HD SILVERADO CREW
CAB 4X4 PICKUP
2017 FORD F150 LARIAT CREW CAB 4X4
PICKUP
1999 FORD F350 EXTENDED CAB 4X4
FLATBED TRUCK
2016 PETERBILT 567 6X4 DAY CAB TRUCK
TRACTOR (T/A)
2015 PETERBILT 567 6X4 DAY CAB TRUCK
TRACTOR (T/A)

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

DESCR
2013 BOBCAT 5600 TOOLCAT 4X4X4 UTILITY
VEHICLE
2013 BOBCAT 5600 TOOLCAT 4X4X4 UTILITY
VEHICLE
2013 BOBCAT 5600 TOOLCAT 4X4X4 UTILITY
VEHICLE
2013 BOBCAT 5600 TOOLCAT 4X4X4 UTILITY
VEHICLE
2013 BOBCAT 5600 TOOLCAT 4X4X4 UTILITY
VEHICLE
2013 BOBCAT 5600 TOOLCAT 4X4X4 UTILITY
VEHICLE
2017 GMC 3500HD SIERRA DENALI CREW
CAB 4X4 PICKUP
2015 GMC 3500HD SIERRA DENALI CREW
CAB 4X4 PICKUP
2016 CHEVROLET 3500HD SILVERADO CREW
CAB 4X4 PICKUP

TD04

SN
A94Y14051
A94Y14033
A9413347
A94Y13483
A94Y14012
A94Y13505
1GT42YEY2HF155098
1GT120E83FF649729
1GC4KZC89GF286620
1FTWF33P77EA71700
1GC1KYCG5EF111430
1GC1KYEG2EF181321
1FTEW1EG2HFB01243
1FTWX33F4XEB75937
1XPCDP9X7GD295304
1XPCDP9X9GD295305

18

2017 PETERBILT PB348 DUMP TRUCK (T/A)
2020 CATERPILLAR 289D3 2 SPD COMPACT
TRACK LOADER

2N3PU9X9HM388119
CAT0289DVJX902742

19

1998 CASE 1825B SKID STEER LOADER

JAF0220548

20

2014 CASE SR250 2 SPD SKID STEER LOADER

NEM477781

21

2014 CASE SR250 2 SPD SKID STEER LOADER

NEM477785

22

2014 CASE SR250 2 SPD SKID STEER LOADER

NEM477699

23

NEM477632

24

2014 CASE SR250 2 SPD SKID STEER LOADER
2014 CATERPILLAR 272D 2 SPD HIGH FLOW
SKID STEER LOADER

CAT0272DJETL00258

25

2014 CASE 590SN 4X4 LOADER BACKHOE

JJGN59SNEJC756033

2009 JOHN DEERE 4101 4X4 LOADER
BACKHOE

26

T0410JX176943
1DW870GPKBD639760

G02

2012 JOHN DEERE 870G MOTOR GRADER
2009 JOHN DEERE 772G AWD MOTOR
GRADER
2008 CATERPILLAR 160M VHP PLUS MOTOR
GRADER

L08

2019 CATERPILLAR 950GC WHEEL LOADER

CAT00950AM5T03372

31 L06

2014 JOHN DEERE 624K WHEEL LOADER

1DW624KZCED664980

32

L05

2014 JOHN DEERE 544K WHEEL LOADER

1DW544KZCED662886

33

L02

2012 CASE 621F WHEEL LOADER

NCF215225

2014 CATERPILLAR 907H2 WHEEL LOADER
2007 DYNAPAC CA362PD VIBRATORY
PADFOOT COMPACTOR
2006 DYNAPAC CA121PD VIBRATORY
PADFOOT COMPACTOR

CAT0907 H 0 RS00586

27

G04

28

G05

29
30

34
35
36

DW772GP625808
CAT0160MAB9L00211

72521075
60311315

43

DYNAPAC CC142 VIBRATORY ROLLER
2011 DOOSAN DX300B LC HYDRAULIC
EXCAVATOR
2008 LINK-BELT 240X2 HYDRAULIC
EXCAVATOR
2017 LINK-BELT 145X4DZ HYDRAULIC
EXCAVATOR
2007 JOHN DEERE 160C HYDRAULIC
EXCAVATOR
2013 CATERPILLAR 308E CE MIDI EXCAVATOR
(5 - 9.9 TONS)
2006 TAKEUCHI TB135 MINI EXCAVATOR (1 4.9 TONS)

44

2006 LEEBOY 8515 ASPHALT PAVER

45

WESTEEL TANK

46

2009 DYNAPAC LG500 PLATE COMPACTOR
1998 BOMAG BPR35/38D PLATE
COMPACTOR
2013 ARNES 30 FT TRIDEM END DUMP
TRAILER

35007855

2012 NEUSTAR TRIDEM END DUMP TRAILER
2011 BWS 25ANR114 30 FT X 9 FT 6 IN. TRI/A
EQUIPMENT TRAILER
25 FT X 8 FT TRI/A GOOSENECK EQUIPMENT
TRAILER
2003 DYSON 22 FT X 7 FT TRI/A GOOSENECK
EQUIPMENT TRAILER

2N9ED3534D6090233

37
38
39
40
41
42

TRO9

47
48
49
50

T07

51
52

T14

60294280
DH KCECAACA0008813
E1CJ83087
LBX145Q7NHHEX1126
FF160CX046267
CAT0308ECGBJ01449
13519121
46061

2A9073837E6A003893

2B925TT36B1001296

2D9F222423S08322

53

T05

54

T08

55

T06

56

T04

2007 LOAD TRAIL 20 FT X 7 FT T/A
EQUIPMENT TRAILER
2009 CERTIFIED BTST1418 18 FT X 6 FT 8 IN.
T/A UTILITY TRAILER
CERTIFIED 18 FT X 6 FT 8 IN. T/A EQUIPMENT
TRAILER
1999 SKYREACH 18 FT X 6 FT 8 IN. T/A
UTILITY TRAILER

4ZEDT202971029432
2P9UJ242191057093

2K9V2422XX1061010

57

CATERPILLAR Q/C BUCKET

58

CATERPILLAR Q/C SNOW BLADE
ALLIED Q/C EXCAVATOR HYDRAULIC
HAMMER

AR13000033

ALLIED Q/C EXCAVATOR PLATE COMPACTOR
2007 ALLIED 1600 Q/C EXCAVATOR PLATE
COMPACTOR

01699

63

NPK C4C EXCAVATOR PLATE COMPACTOR
NPK C6100 Q/C EXCAVATOR PLATE
COMPACTOR

1N5495

64

3 SKID STEER BUCKETS

65

72 IN. SKID STEER GRAPPLE BUCKET

66

82 IN. SKID STEER BUCKET

67

80 IN. ROCK SKID STEER BUCKET

68

72 IN. SKID STEER BUCKET

69

74 IN. SKID STEER BUCKET

70

SKID STEER BUCKET

71

SKID STEER BUCKET

72

SKID STEER ANGLE BLADE

73

SKID STEER ANGLE BLADE

74

SKID STEER ANGLE BLADE

75

72 IN. SKID STEER ANGLE BLADE

76

BOBCAT SKID STEER ANGLE BLADE

77

BOBCAT SKID STEER ANGLE BLADE

78

BOBCAT SKID STEER MOWER

59
60
61
62

79

SW3

BOBCAT SKID STEER BROOM

80

SW1

BOBCAT SKID STEER BROOM

81 SW2

BOBCAT 68 IN. SKID STEER BROOM

82

BOBCAT 68 IN. SKID STEER BROOM

83

BOBCAT 68 IN. SKID STEER BROOM

84

BOBCAT SKID STEER BROOM

85

BOBCAT 72 IN. SKID STEER SNOWBLOWER

23182PB20011

86

BOBCAT 72 IN. SKID STEER SNOWBLOWER

87

BOBCAT 72 IN. SKID STEER SNOWBLOWER

88

CATERPILLAR SKID STEER BUCKET

65SSGP091869

89

HLA 86 IN. ROCK SKID STEER BUCKET

15318032

90

2019 PALADIN 82 IN. SKID STEER BUCKET

566627

91

VIRNIG 72 IN. SKID STEER BROOM

92

94

BOBCAT SAND SPREADER PARTS - OTHER
KAGE SB96 SNOWPLOW WHEEL LOADER
BUCKET
DEGELMAN INDUSTRIES DSB1238 Q/C SNOW
WHEEL LOADER BUCKET

95

All assets viewed and unviewed

93

SD-6

006601056
40054298
DSB1842

